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Introduction
In 1907, the United States experienced one of the worst financial depressions in its
history. As the economy grew rapidly during the first years of the 20th century, burgeoning
businesses and ambitious merchants turned to banks for loans. As the boom continued, American
banks relied upon the Bank of England to help finance the ongoing expansion. But the British
soon became worried that American banks were loaning money too freely – a bubble was
forming. In late 1906, the Bank of England pulled the rug out from under the American financial
system, hiking interest rates by 2.5 percent. As capital flowed out of the United States and back
to Europe, Wall Street grew worried. Over the next year, the economic growth slowed to a crawl,
but disaster did not strike until the fall of 1907. As the demand for money surged during harvest
season, the already strained banks were unable to meet customers’ withdrawal requests. 1
According to Frank Vanderlip, vice president of National City Bank, the country’s largest bank,
a “sudden, unreasonable, and overpowering fright” quickly spread through “all the human
herd.”2 As consumers lost confidence in the banks, the situation worsened. The stock market
plunged and cash became scarce. A November 24 New York Times article said, “The thing which
is hardest for the average man to understand is why there should be such a scarcity of money at a
time when prosperity is abroad in the land, … the crops of the country are good, and the price of
labor high.”3 Unfortunately, the leaders of the country understood the problem little better than
the average man.

Details about the Panic of 1907 from Myron T. Herrick, “The Panic of 1907 and Some of Its
Lessons,” Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 31(March 1908):
308-325; Robert F. Bruner and Sean D. Carr, The Panic of 1907: Lessons Learned from the
Market’s Perfect Storm (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley, 2007).
2 Roger Lowenstein, America's Bank: The Epic Struggle to Create the Federal Reserve (New
York: Penguin, 2015), 60.
3 “All Records Broken in the Making of Money,” NY Times, November 24, 1907.
1
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By the early twentieth century, the United States had grown into one of the industrial
superpowers of the world, with output rivaling that of Britain. However, America’s highly
localized banking system was unable to meet the needs of its surging economy, as evinced by the
many financial panics in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The Panic of 1907
served as a jarring reminder of the deficiencies of the National Banking system. Congress’
response, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act of 1908, which only slightly increased the power of national
banks, was a temporary fix rather than a permanent solution. The one bright spot in the otherwise
underwhelming legislation was the establishment of the National Monetary Commission, a study
group headed by Senator Nelson Aldrich (d. 1915), a towering and controversial figure in
Progressive Era politics. The NMC faced an enormous challenge: fixing a fragmented, outdated
banking system that was supposed to serve the world’s largest economy.
To meet this challenge, the commission members did not start from scratch, but instead
turned toward Europe for answers. During the next two years, the commission produced a
prodigious amount of literature about banking systems in Europe, the United States, and around
the world. The commission’s publications are among the most comprehensive sources about
nineteenth- and twentieth-century banking systems and its recommendations were integral to the
establishment of the Federal Reserve. In their final report, the commissioners included a bill,
commonly known as the Aldrich Plan, which proposed a central banking authority called the
National Reserve Association. Because of the American public’s deep-seated skepticism of
central banking, Aldrich and his colleagues took pains to distance their legislation from
European-style central banking, portraying it as an “essentially American” plan. 4 Although the
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Report of the National Monetary Commission (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office,
1912), 41.
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Aldrich bill failed to pass through Congress, it served as the foundation for the Federal Reserve
Act that passed two years later. Scholars have largely taken the commissioners’ words at face
value, reiterating the claim that the Federal Reserve was a uniquely American institution. While
it is true that the Federal Reserve’s structure was the product of American political compromises,
it is misleading to say that it was an essentially American institution.
This thesis will argue that European banking systems, particularly that of Germany,
served as an invaluable model for the members of the National Monetary Commission and
heavily influenced its recommendations. Further, it will demonstrate that the National Monetary
Commission’s European research and subsequent banking reform proposals were fundamental to
the creation of the Federal Reserve.

Historiographical Review
Historical literature that focuses specifically on the National Monetary Commission is
fairly scant – it is confined to small sections of larger works, usually histories of American
banking or books about the creation of the Federal Reserve. As a result, this historiography
review will examine two broader bodies of literature. First, it will discuss literature about the
creation of the Federal Reserve, paying particular attention to debates about the motivations of
its founders and the extent to which they relied upon European models. Second, it will look at
literature about the Progressive Era, focusing on the development of economics as a distinct field
of study, the rise of congressional commissions, and the transatlantic nature of progressive
thought. This thesis will engage with both of these bodies of literature by arguing that the
National Monetary Commission’s European research was integral to the creation of the Federal
Reserve and that the commission exemplified certain trends of the Progressive Era.

7
Creation of the Federal Reserve
The existing literature about the origins of the Federal Reserve can be roughly divided
into two schools of thought: scholars who argue that the Fed was created primarily for economic
reasons and those who argue that the motivations were political or personal. Within the first
group, scholars disagree about the extent to which the founders of the Federal Reserve relied
upon European central banks as models for their work. In the second group, some scholars point
to the political ambitions of certain congressmen as the driving force behind the creation of the
Fed, while others emphasize the personal incentives of a select group of elite bankers.
Many scholars believe that the primary motivation for the creation of the Federal Reserve
was economic – that it was a response to the inadequacy of the National Banking System in
place from 1863-1913.5 Robert Craig West exemplifies this view when he argues that the
creation of the Federal Reserve was a response to the turbulent economic conditions of the
previous fifty years. According to West, the main purpose of the Federal Reserve Act was to
centralize policy decisions and to provide economic stability through an elastic currency. 6
These scholars do not deny that political factors heavily influenced the shape that the
Federal Reserve Act ultimately took. For example, Allan Meltzer acknowledges that the Federal
Reserve Act was a compromise between bankers who wanted a powerful, independent central
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Allan H. Meltzer, A History of the Federal Reserve (Chicago: U of Chicago Press, 2009);
Donald R. Wells, The Federal Reserve System: A History (Jefferson: McFarland, 2004); Richard
H. Timberlake, The Origins of Central Banking in the United States (Cambridge: Harvard UP,
1978); Richard T. McCulley, Banks and Politics During the Progressive Era: The Origins of the
Federal Reserve System (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1992); Robert Craig West, Banking Reform and the
Federal Reserve, 1863-1923 (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1977); Murray M. Rothbard, A History of
Money and Banking in the United States: The Colonial Era to World War II (Auburn: Ludwig
von Mises Institute, 2005).
6 West, Banking Reform and the Federal Reserve, 9-10. An elastic currency is one that can easily
increase or decrease in volume to meet the needs of the economy.
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bank and those who feared that a central bank would give monopoly power to New York
bankers.7 This compromise is evident in the structure of the Federal Reserve, which is comprised
of twelve privately funded, semiautonomous reserve banks, with a public board overseeing them.
Richard McCulley makes a similar argument, but emphasizes regional differences over political
ones.8 He categorizes bankers into three specific groups who had different, but overlapping
interests in banking reform: Wall Street, LaSalle Street, and Main Street. 9 These groups of
bankers were all interested in stabilizing the economy, but they had different preferences about
how to do so.10
In 1910, a group of economists and Wall Street bankers met with Aldrich at Jekyll Island,
Georgia, and devised a plan for an independent central bank that aligned the incentives of all
three groups of bankers. Getting a bill passed into law required some significant political
maneuvering by Senator Carter Glass (D.-VA), who drafted a bill for that would create a socalled Federal Reserve system that was subject to slightly more government oversight, but
maintained the same basic functions laid out in Aldrich’s plan. While Meltzer, McCulley and
other similar scholars acknowledge that political compromises influenced the structure of the
federal reserve, they maintain that economic factors were the primary motivation for the creation
of an American central bank.

7

Meltzer, A History of the Federal Reserve, 65. West expresses essentially the same view in
Chapter 10 of Banking Reform and the Federal Reserve.
8 McCulley, Banks and Politics During the Progressive Era.
9 Wall Street refers to New York bankers, LaSalle Street to bankers in Midwestern cities like
Chicago, and Main Street to bankers in small towns and local businesses.
10 LaSalle Street favored self-regulation and an asset-based currency, while Wall Street was
opposed to allowing smaller banks to issue any additional currency. Main Street wanted some
minor changes to the National Banking System, such as the provision of emergency currency.
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Among those who believe that the Federal Reserve was established for economic reasons,
scholars disagree about the extent to which the Fed’s founders looked to European central banks
for inspiration. Some argue that European central banks served as an important model for the
advocates of an American central bank. 11 According to Meltzer, “The Federal Reserve’s
approach to policy originated in the Bank of England’s nineteenth-century practices and the
partially developed theory or framework that the practices attempted to apply.” 12 He describes
in great detail the contributions of several nineteenth-century British economists and bankers,
including Henry Thornton, David Ricardo, and Irving Fisher, all of whom developed theories
that were seminal to British monetary policy. According to Meltzer, the influence of their
theories on the founders of the Federal Reserve can be seen in the early Fed’s focus on shortterm market interest rates and its decision to base monetary policy on the state of reserves, rather
than output or employment. 13
However, other scholars place comparatively little importance on the example set by
European bankers.14 These scholars, especially Timberlake, tend to emphasize that central
banking practices began to develop in America even before the establishment of the Federal
Reserve. Timberlake traces American central banking policy through the First and Second Banks
of the United States, and then through less visible institutions, like the independent treasury, that
were used to exert control over monetary policy after the end of the Second Bank in 1836 and the
establishment of the Federal Reserve in 1913. He concludes that the advent of the Federal

Meltzer, A History of the Federal Reserve; West, Banking Reform; Lowenstein, America’s
Bank.
12 Meltzer, A History of the Federal Reserve, 64
13 Meltzer, A History of the Federal Reserve, 64
14 Timberlake, The Origins of Central Banking; Rothbard, A History of Money and Banking.
11
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Reserve was part of a gradual evolution of American central banking practices. 15 According to
scholars like Timberlake, the origins of the Federal Reserve are uniquely American, and the
influence of European central banking models was not significant.
Another group of scholars argues that the incentives to create a central bank were not
economic, but rather political or personal. 16 One school of thought is that the creation of the
Federal Reserve was largely the result of Senator Nelson Aldrich’s political ambition. Aldrich
was a prominent Republican senator who represented Rhode Island from 1881 to 1911, and was
extremely influential in debates about tariffs and monetary policy. Some scholars, such as Elmus
Wicker, argue that Aldrich saw banking reform as a cornerstone of his legacy. 17 Wicker claims
that the Federal Reserve Act was not created to prevent financial panics, arguing that the
Aldrich-Vreeland Act of 1908, which allowed national banks to issue asset-backed currency18 on
an emergency basis, was already sufficient for panic prevention. 19 In addition to the emergency
asset-backed currency provision, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act established the National Monetary
Commission to study a more permanent solution. According to Wicker, “the National Monetary
Commission was a ‘one-man show’ completely dominated by Senator Aldrich, who thought this
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Timberlake, The Origins of Central Banking in the United States.
Lawrence J. Broz, The International Origins of the Federal Reserve System (Ithaca: Cornell
UP, 1997); James Livingston, Origins of the Federal Reserve System: Money Class, and
Corporate Capitalism, 1890-1913 (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1986); George Selgin, “New York’s
Bank: The National Monetary Commission and the Founding of the Fed,” Cato Institute Policy
Analysis 793 (2016); Elmus Wicker, The Great Debate: Banking Reform, Nelson Aldrich, and
the Origins of the Fed (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 2005).
17 Wicker, The Great Debate. Lowenstein also makes this point on pg. 79, but he differs from
Wicker in that while he considers Aldrich’s personal ambition to be a key factor in the
establishment of the Fed, he also places some weight on economic motivations.
18 Asset-backed currency means bank notes that are backed by any securities the bank is holding,
rather than just government bonds.
19 Wicker, The Great Debate, 44.
16
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was his one opportunity for enduring fame.” 20 In support of this claim, Wicker cites a single
comment made by Piatt Andrew, the leading economist of the NMC. He does not, however,
engage in any analysis of the minutes of NMC meetings or correspondence between the
commissioners. Although Aldrich’s bill for a central bank was never actually passed, Wicker
argues that the Glass-Owen Bill (which became the Federal Reserve Act) was extremely similar
to the Aldrich plan in every way except for the governance structure it laid out for the Fed. 21
Other scholars emphasize the personal incentives of New York bankers as the driving
force behind the establishment of the Federal Reserve. James Livingston argues that an elite
group of bankers and corporate leaders sought the centralization of banking as a way to better
control the burgeoning business sector of the economy. 22 Lawrence Broz levels a more specific
charge against the same group of elite New York bankers: He says that their motivation in
facilitating the creation of the Federal Reserve was to internationalize U.S. currency, which
would bring them great personal benefits. 23 Broz portrays the creation of an American central
bank as a collective action problem, where the establishment of a stable payments system is a
public good that benefits American society as a whole, but “cooperation among the individual
beneficiaries for the purpose of improving the system could be expected to be very difficult.” 24
Between the 1870s and the early 1900s, the American economy grew significantly, and in
particular, came to occupy a more important international position. Broz argues that the
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Wicker, The Great Debate, 50.
Wicker’s point about the changes to the structure of the Fed in the between the Aldrich bill and
the Glass Bill echoes the views of some scholars in the first group.
22 Livingston, Origins of the Federal Reserve System.
23 Broz, The International Origins of the Federal Reserve System.
Lowenstein also mentions that New York Bankers stood to benefit from the internationalization
of the U.S. dollar (pg. 5-6) but he lists it as one motivating factor among many, whereas Broz
argues that it was their primary motivation.
24 Broz, International Origins, 3.
21
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international advance of the economy gave New York bankers a private incentive to
internationalize the dollar, which was best accomplished by the creation of a central bank. This
solved the collective action problem by aligning public and private incentives – the New York
bankers were now willing to bear the costs of lobbying for banking reform, since they would
gain a disproportionate amount of the public benefit that resulted from the creation of the Federal
Reserve.25
Although the literature about the hundred-year history of the Federal Reserve is fairly
deep, significant gaps in the historiography about its creation still persist. Scholars have not
reached a clear consensus about which actors were primarily responsible for the establishment of
the Fed or about their primary motivations. In addition, they disagree about whether the British,
German, and/or French central banks served as significant models for the founders of the Fed. In
particular, there is a dearth of scholarship on the National Monetary Commission, which played a
central role in the advent of the Federal Reserve and left behind a wealth of primary source
material.26 Although some scholars acknowledge that the work of the National Monetary
Commission had a significant impact on the Federal Reserve legislation that ultimately passed
into law, none seem to engage in a critical analysis of the thousands of pages of primary source
material that the NMC produced. 27 This thesis will delve into the publications, correspondence,
and other internal documents of the NMC in greater detail. Analysis of these documents will
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Broz, International Origins, chapters 2 and 3.
The National Monetary Commission published over forty reports about banking systems from
around the world. These reports, along with correspondence, financial statements, and other
internal documents are available as part of the Nelson Aldrich Papers at the Library of Congress.
Some NMC publications are also available online through FRASER, the Fed’s digital archive.
27 Wicker mentions the National Monetary Commission as a turning point in Senator Aldrich’s
thinking about a central bank, but goes into little detail beyond that. Lowenstein goes into more
detail about Aldrich’s trip to Europe for the NMC, but he does not analyze the resulting
publications in much detail.
26
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demonstrate that the commission’s research about European banking systems were essential to
changing the opinions of politicians like Aldrich and that the NMC’s recommendations
ultimately had a strong influence on the Federal Reserve Act.
Progressive Era Economics
Although many Progressives opposed the establishment of the Federal Reserve at the
time, its creation, and in particular the activities of the National Monetary Commission,
exemplified several Progressive Era trends. Some of the literature about the Progressive Era
mentions the creation of the Federal Reserve, but most of these accounts are oversimplified.
However, larger historiographical ideas that have developed about the Progressive Era, including
the development of economics as a distinct field of study, the increase of government control
over the economy, and the transatlantic nature of progressive thought, are germane to the thesis
that the creation of the Federal Reserve was deeply influenced by the National Monetary
Commission’s research on European banking.
Many Progressive Era historians point out that during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, economics became a distinct field of study that was regarded as a scientific
pursuit rather than a social one. 28 This shift in thought occurred first in American universities,
which were deeply influenced by the example of German universities. This argument is
exemplified by Thomas Leonard, whose 2016 book Illiberal Reformers examines the intersection
between progressive economics and other progressive ideas such as social Darwinism and
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James T. Kloppenberg, Uncertain Victory: Social Democracy and Progressivism in European
and American Thought, 1870-1920 (New York: Oxford UP, 1986).
T. J. Jackson Lears, Rebirth of a Nation: The Making of Modern America, 1877-1920 (New
York: HarperCollins, 2009).
Thomas C Leonard, Illiberal Reformers: Race, Eugenics, and American Economics in the
Progressive Era (Princeton: Princeton UP, 2016).
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eugenics.29 Leonard points out that in the mid to late1800s, young American academics began
traveling to Europe, especially Germany, where they learned a particular school of political
economics that emphasized a greater degree of state control than traditional laissez-faire
economics. These academics were also deeply influenced by the “professional status” of German
economics professors, who were part of a class of intellectual elites. As these progressive
scholars returned to America from 1870 to 1900, they began to replicate and expand upon what
they had learned in Germany at American universities, and the status of American economists
quickly changed from “gentleman amateurs to specialized professionals.”30 Some of the National
Monetary Commission economists, such as Paul Warburg, were born in Germany or had studied
there.
Daniel Rodgers makes similar claims about the connection of American economists to
German universities, but his book Atlantic Crossings is groundbreaking in that it situates these
German-trained economists within a larger Progressive Era trend toward transatlantic thought.
He argues that “the reconstruction of American social politics was of a part with movements of
politics and ideas throughout the North Atlantic world that trade and capitalism had tied
together.”31 Although Rodgers does not specifically mention the National Monetary
Commission, its deep and direct interactions with European bankers and intellectuals typify the
phenomenon of transatlantic Progressive thought that he describes.
According to scholars like Leonard, by the dawn of the twentieth century, the budding
class of American economists began to move into government jobs and successfully push for

Daniel T. Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard UP, 1998).
30 Leonard, Illiberal Reformers, 21.
31 Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings, 3.
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greater government control over economic life. Leonard briefly mentions the National Monetary
Commission as an example of the increased role of economists in government, pointing out the
many professors who assisted the commission. He also says that the creation of the Federal
Reserve, which he refers to as “the fourth branch in Washington, DC,” was an important step in
the trend toward increased federal control over the economy. 32 Several of the scholars indicated
above also reference the National Monetary Commission and the creation of the Federal Reserve
as examples of the incorporation of economic expertise into policy decisions and the increase of
government intervention in the economy. However, most of the accounts about the creation of
the Federal Reserve are oversimplified, and some are even inaccurate. 33 This thesis, which will
paint a more complete and nuanced picture of the National Monetary Commission’s role in the
creation of the Federal Reserve, will better situate the commission within the Progressive Era
movement toward the incorporation of economic expertise in government decision-making.

Background – The National Banking System (1863-1908)
To fully appreciate the importance of the National Monetary Commission’s work, it is
important to first understand the structure of America’s banking system in the preceding half
century. This system, commonly called the National Banking System, was conceived at the
height of the Civil War and lasted until the passage of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, the law that
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Leonard, Illiberal Reformers, 44.
For example, Lears says on page 319 that the Federal Reserve Act was drafted at the infamous
Jekyll Island Meeting. While Aldrich did begin to draft his monetary reform plan at this meeting,
his bill never even came close to passing into law. The bill that became the Federal Reserve Act
was actually written and sponsored by Carter Glass, a Democrat from Virginia. It is true that
Glass’s Bill was modeled on Aldrich’s Bill, but this example shows that much of the analysis of
the creation of the Federal Reserve in Progressive Era literature lacks nuance. Leonard’s brief
account of the NMC is also oversimplified and gets some minor details about the commission
wrong.
33
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created the NMC in 1908. The primary purpose of the NMC was to analyze the National
Banking System, discover its defects, and design a solution. This section will give an overview
of the National Banking System’s development and structure, as well as some key events that
occurred during this period.
In the midst of the Civil War, Congress passed two laws that completely overhauled
America’s banking system and economy – the National Currency Act of 1863 and the National
Banking Act of 1864, which superseded the Currency Act. As the war raged on, the Union
government faced a dire shortage of funds to support the war effort. In the antebellum era, state
banks had proliferated rapidly – by the time the war broke out, there were many thousands of
state banks, and each could issue its own type of currency. State bank notes were unreliable,
because their value depended on the financial soundness and reputation of the issuing bank. In
addition, notes that were accepted in one part of the country might be worth less in other areas,
or even totally rejected in others. 34 As a result, Lincoln’s secretary of the treasury, Salmon
Chase, could not use unstable state bank notes to fund the Union’s wartime needs. Throughout
the early years of the war, Chase faced a serious shortage of cash. In 1862, Congress passed the
Legal Tender Act, which authorized the treasury to issue $150 million of non-interest bearing
notes.35 These notes, which became known as greenbacks, could be used to pay virtually any
public or private debts.36 Greenbacks were originally seen as a temporary emergency measure, so
both Chase and Congress agreed that it was unnecessary to establish a central body responsible
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West, Banking Reform, 16-17.
In 2016 US dollars, $150 million would have been worth about $3.6 billion. All inflation
calculations in this thesis use the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis’ Consumer Price Index
Estimate for 1800-2017. See https://www.minneapolisfed.org/community/teaching-aids/cpicalculator-information/consumer-price-index-1800
36 The only exceptions were payments on custom duties and interest on government bonds.
McCulley, Banks and Politics,10.
35
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for adjusting the issuance of currency in response to demand for money. However, as Congress
authorized the Treasury to continue printing greenbacks to finance the war, they soon became an
integral part of the American money supply. This was problematic – a uniform national currency
was totally incompatible with the state banking system, since these banks were subject to
different state-level regulations and the power to regulate the value of currency fell under the
federal government’s jurisdiction, according to the Constitution.
Senator John Sherman (R-OH) realized that the state-dominated banking system was
unsustainable, and he began to draft a bill that gave the federal government greater control over
the banking system without establishing a central banking authority. Jacksonian Democrats
would have considered any more drastic centralization of banking oversight to be monopolistic
and oppressive. Sherman’s work provided the foundation for two pieces of legislation: the
National Banking Act of 1863 and the National Currency Act of 1864. 37
Although Congress’ primary motivation was to create a banking system capable only of
financing the war effort, these two laws created a system that would endure for the next fifty
years. The National Banking Act completely overturned the state-dominated system by
establishing a system of nationally chartered banks, which would be able to circulate a uniform
currency, unlike state banks. To induce participation, Congress amended the act in 1865,
enacting a high punitive tax on state bank notes. This attempt to force banks into the national
system had mixed results.38 Overall, this legislation elevated the federal government’s ability to
control the banking system and promote cooperation among banks. While it did significantly

37
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McCulley, Banking and Politics, 10-12.
McCulley, Banks and Politics, 12.
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increase federal control over banking, the new system was still based on free banking principles
– banks were largely independent and there was no central body regulating them.
For the purposes of this thesis, it is important to note that several authors have drawn
parallels between the National Banking Act and several features of the Bank of England.
Although Sherman never explicitly mentioned the English central bank as an influence, he was
familiar with the English and French banking systems.39 For example, the National Banking Act
set a cap on the total number of notes that could be issued by all banks in the system – this was a
prominent feature of the English Bank Act. 40 The idea to use bonds as backing for currency
might have also come from the practices of English or German banks. 41 Throughout history,
American politicians and bankers have turned to European models for inspiration when
designing banking reform measures.
The Republicans promoting the National Banking Act in 1864 were careful to stress that
their conception of national banking was nothing like the first two Banks of the United States,
established in 1791 and 1816, which had been quite unpopular. 42 Their new legislation
significantly limited the national banks’ powers in an effort to prevent the federal government
from monopolizing the banking system. First, the government could not designate a particular
number of national banks – an indefinite number of banks could receive national charters, as
long as each met fairly lenient capital stock requirements.43 Second, the law limited the activities
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West, Banking Reform, 20.
Fritz Redlich, The Molding of American Banking, (New York: Hafner, 1947), vol. II, 105.
41 West, Banking Reform, 23.
42 Leonard C. Helderman, National and State Banks: A Study of Their Origins (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1931), 148.
43 Capital stock requirement refers to the minimum amount that banks had to pay to join the
National Banking System. The National Banking Act “required a capital stock of $50,000 in
cities with populations of 10,000 or less and $100,000 in cities with populations in excess of
10,000 people.” McCulley, Banking and Politics, 13.
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of national banks to commercial banking, meaning that they could only conduct short-term
lending and long-term investments were restricted. 44 Despite these checks on the power of
national banks, the National Banking Law was criticized by a wide variety of opponents.
Bankers thought the law gave Congress and the Treasury Department undue control over the
banking system, while Democrats in the West denounced the National Banking System as a
monopoly.45 Ultimately though, the opposite proved true – even with these sweeping changes,
the banking system was still too fragmented to meet the needs of America’s rapidly growing
economy. In addition, several aspects of its design exacerbated regional economic inequalities,
strengthening New York’s financial dominance and further weakening Western and Southern
states.
New York City was already the locus of the American banking system, but several of the
original provisions of the National Banking Act contributed to a problematic concentration of
money in this financial center. The National Banking Act instituted reserve requirements 46 for all
nation banks. The law specified national banks in seventeen “redemption cities” that would hold
a higher proportion of reserves. New York City would hold the highest amount of reserves. New
York City banks held all reserves as cash, while smaller redemption cities held half of their
reserves as cash and could send the other half to New York and “country” banks only had to hold
two-fifths of reserves as cash, while sending the rest to New York. 47 New York accumulated a
huge share of the system’s reserves, which had two significant effects. First, it gave Wall Street
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West, Banking Reform, 18.
McCulley, Banking and Politics, 13.
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bankers disproportionate control over the banking system. Since there was no actual mechanism
to enforce cooperation among banks, New York City naturally emerged as the leader of the
financial system.48 And second, it meant that when banks around the country demanded large
amounts of reserves, whether because of normal seasonal fluctuations or economic turbulence,
New York banks were placed under considerable strain. This would quickly create serious
problems.
In addition to increasing New York’s dominance over America’s financial system, the
National Banking Act disadvantaged other regions of the country, particularly the South and
West. The structure of the National Banking System led to the rise of unit banking over the next
fifty years. Unit banking refers to a system where individual banks independently serve their
local communities, as opposed to branch banking, where large banks establish connected
branches throughout regions. Under a unit banking system, banks grew separately and often
unevenly, which would later make it even more difficult to integrate the system and encourage
cooperation.49 As a result, the South and West had significantly underdeveloped banking systems
by the end of the National Banking period. The National Banking Act contained a provision that
was intended to distribute bank notes evenly across the country, but in reality only worsened the
situation. This provision distributed notes based on population and existing bank capital, which
resulted in a large share of the bank notes circulating in Eastern states, and a serious dearth of
bank notes in the South and West. 50 This was a major problem, because unlike in the East, where
people often made payments with checks or other types of credit, payments in the South and
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West largely depended on bank notes.51 In later years, there were attempts to address these
shortages, but these efforts fell short.
As time passed, other problems arose. In the 1870s, national banking advocates in
Congress tried to achieve their original goal of a unified national currency. At the time, there
were both greenbacks, which were issued by the Treasury, and the notes issued by national
banks. In order to unify the currency, Congress would have to eliminate the use of greenbacks.
However, Southerners and Westerners objected strongly to this idea for several reasons. Much of
the resistance was political – people throughout the country, but especially in the South, still had
a deep suspicion of banks and saw the creation of national banks as unwelcome intrusions into
their local communities and as a violation of states’ rights. But Southerners and Westerners had
practical objections as well. As mentioned previously, the National Banking System imposed
stricter safety requirements on banks that received national charters. In particular, banks were no
longer allowed to accept real estate as collateral for loans, which made it difficult for Southerners
and Westerners to obtain loans, further stifling the growth of the economy in these regions. 52 The
regional divisions created by the National Banking System were among the problems that the
NMC would later seek to address.
The National Banking era was characterized by economic turbulence, with recessions
occurring every few years. Although the impetus for each financial panic varied slightly,
common themes highlighted the shortcomings of the National Banking System. The first major
downturn happened in 1873, when the well-known private Philadelphia bank Jay Cooke and
Company failed because of overextended railroad investments. 53 The failure of such a large and
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visible bank unnerved Americans, who began withdrawing money from banks across the
country. Because national banks in most towns and cities held most of their reserves in larger
cities and New York, many banks were unable to meet their customers’ demands, causing them
to become insolvent. A long period of economic stagnation followed.
With the economy sliding toward depression, national banking advocates took several
measures to stimulate the economy. First, Congress passed the Resumption Act of 1875, which
abolished the limit on national bank notes and took several measures intended to finally end the
use of Greenbacks. Obviously, this law was unpopular with Southerners and Westerners, and it
failed to either boost the volume of bank notes or eliminate greenbacks. The same year, a
coalition of discontented farmers and businessmen banded together to form the Greenback Party,
which advocated for the continued use of unbacked currency. Realizing their efforts were
ineffective, Congress passed the Bland-Allison Act three years later, which allowed the treasury
to continue printing Greenbacks, and also introduced silver-backed currency, which was popular
across the political spectrum. 54 At this point, Republicans in Congress had all but abandoned
their original goal of a uniform currency of national bank notes. Throughout the remainder of the
century, Americans used a confusing mix of currencies – seven different types in total. 55
While Republicans wrangled with currency reform, the banking system remained
essentially unchanged. As a result, another severe panic occurred in 1893. The Panic of 1893 had
several causes, but most significant was the failure of a series of railroad companies, which
coincided with the end of harvest season in late 1892. Much like in 1873, the banks were unable
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to cope with increased withdrawal demand, leading to the failure of hundreds of banks, and a
depression that would last until the turn of the century. 56
Several year later, as the economy recovered from the Panic of 1893, a debate raged
about the use of gold- and silver-backed currency. As mentioned earlier, Americans living in
agrarian areas tended to favor silver-backed currency, because it provided an influx of currency
to the West and South. While Republicans had also generally supported silver currency in the
1870s, many turned against it in the 1890s, beginning to push for gold-backed currency, which
was less flexible but more reliable. This faction of Republicans achieved success in 1900 with
the passage of the Gold Standard Act, which stipulated that only gold could be used to back
paper money. The economy continued to surge in the first few years of the 1900s – while the
Gold Standard Act may have reassured the public, it probably had little to do with the economy’s
favorable uptick. 57 But soon, the National Banking System began to feel great strain once again.
Republicans realized that change was necessary, but they failed to enact any meaningful
legislation until one more crisis occurred – and this time, it was the worst of all. As the economy
recovered from 1893, strong economic growth created a bubble – meaning that business
expectations were unreasonably high. A series of external shocks to the economy, including a
1906 fire that devastated San Francisco and the Bank of England’s decision to raise interest rates
on loans to American banks, shattered this confidence, leading to bank runs and the collapse of
the stock market, which declined 37 percent. 58 Again, the decentralized nature of the National
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Banking System, combined with the gold standard, made it impossible to supply extra liquidity, 59
exacerbating the crisis. The Panic of 1907 was grave enough that even Republicans realized that
the National Banking System was unsustainable. Congress’ response, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act,
created the National Monetary Commission to analyze the flaws of the National Banking System
and recommend a new system.
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Chapter I. Origins of the NMC (1908)
The National Monetary Commission was born as an afterthought. But by the end of its
tenure, the NMC would produce one of the most comprehensive bodies of literature on financial
history ever gathered, and its final report would lead to the establishment of an American central
bank. In 1907, the United States experienced a dire financial crisis. The causes of the Panic were
complex, but ultimately, it was the result of an outdated, fragmented banking system that could
not provide enough currency in times of trouble. In the year after the Panic, Congress finally
recognized the need to address the shortcomings of the National Banking System. The legislation
that resulted was the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, an odd compromise that took temporary panicprevention measures without addressing the larger flaws in the banking system. 60 The law’s one
redeeming quality was that it established the National Monetary Commission, a study group that
would undertake a rigorous examination of America’s banking system and research banking laws
around the world to find a more lasting remedy.

The Battle for Currency Reform
After the Panic of 1907, Congress finally attempted to remedy the flaws of the National
Banking System. However, rather than examining the causes of the Panic in detail and
formulating legislation accordingly, Congress launched into a tumultuous battle over the many
currency reform bills that were introduced in both the House and Senate. In an article published
in August 1908, Piatt Andrew (d. 1936), a Harvard economist who would later become the
leading economic expert of the National Monetary Commission, described the glut of bills
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designed in response to the Panic of 1907: “Scarcely a senator or representative presented
himself in Washington without some measure of ‘currency reform’ framed to forestall the
recurrence of such distress.”61 All of these bills sought to improve liquidity62 in times of financial
crisis, but most of them failed to address the deeper problems that stemmed from the fragmented
nature of the American banking system. In the house, Edward Vreeland (R-NY), Charles Fowler
(R-NJ), and James McKinney (R-IL) all introduced different proposals. 63 According to Andrew,
these bills, along with others, offered a wide variety of options:
“Several bills were offered providing for the establishment of a central bank;
others contemplated the issue of a special currency by the government treasury;
others legalized the creation of certificates and currency by clearing-house
associations; while a great variety of bills provided for the issue of an emergency
currency by individual banks, upon the pledge of various collateral, the
establishment of special reserves, or the payment of special taxes.” 64
After fifty years, Washington had finally realized that the National Banking System needed to be
overhauled, but nobody could agree on how to do it.
Of all the reform proposals, the most drastic and comprehensive was the Fowler Bill,
which had originally been introduced in 1906, but did not gain much attention until after the
Panic of 1907. Fowler was a proponent of an asset-based currency, a currency that is backed by
the general assets of a bank, rather than bonds. 65 The bill did not stop there – it also reorganized
the banking system, establishing up to twenty “bank-note redemption districts.”66 In addition, it
called for the establishment of a “guarantee fund for the redemption of the notes of failed banks
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not secured by United States bonds.” 67 And finally, the bill provided for the retirement of all
greenbacks by January 1909.68 Ultimately, the bill never gained much traction because many
congressmen thought it was too extreme and its provisions were too disparate. The bill did gain
some support from commercial organizations, who approved of the idea of an asset-based
currency. However, some of the bill’s other provisions discouraged commercial bankers – the
American Bankers Association originally supported the bill in 1906, but by 1908 it withdrew its
support because it opposed the establishment of a guarantee fund to insure deposits and the notes
of failed banks.69 The bill received even less support in the House, where most representatives
believe it was too radical. For example, on May 26, Representative Richard Bartholdt (R-MO)
discussing the merits of the various currency reform bills, said, “The so-called ‘Fowler bill,’
dividing the banks of the country into twenty districts and providing for the issuance of currency
by every bank in each district, involves revolutionary changes which the country would not
accept.”70 Other representatives shared Bartholdt’s concerns, and the bill never made it out of the
House.
The bill that gained the most attention was introduced in the Senate, by Nelson Aldrich.
The Aldrich bill was much more conservative than the Fowler bill, simply expanding current
banking practices to allow greater currency circulation in emergency situations. But Aldrich
decided to include one problematic provision – in addition to traditional bond-backed currency,
Aldrich proposed that banks could issue notes backed by railroad mortgage bonds. This one
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provision engendered enormous opposition, especially from Western senators, who thought that
Aldrich was being too generous to the railroads and favoring New York bankers, who held the
most railroad bonds.71 As a result, that section of the bill was removed, and the remaining bill
stipulated that the emergency currency would be based only on government bonds. However, the
bill still did not have enough support to pass through the Senate, probably because it did too little
to change existing banking regulations.
At this point, Aldrich was strongly opposed to an asset-based currency. Vreeland’s bill in
the House was fairly similar to Aldrich’s except that it allowed banks to issue currency backed
by their own loans (an asset-based currency). 72 For a while, Congress seemed to have reached a
hopeless impasse, as the proponents of a bond-secured currency and those of an asset-based
currency proved equally intractable. As time dragged on without a solution, each side eventually
began to soften. Ultimately, they reached a compromise by combining the Aldrich and Vreeland
bills. On May 30, 1908, Congress passed the “Act to Amend the National Banking Laws,”
commonly known as the Aldrich-Vreeland Act.

The Aldrich-Vreeland Act
The result of an unlikely compromise, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act was a slightly confusing,
unpopular piece of legislation. It was designed only as a temporary measure, set to expire in
1914.73 The law’s main purpose was to prevent banking panics like the one that had occurred in
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1907, but its only lasting impact would come from the last three sections, which created the
National Monetary Commission.
Aldrich-Vreeland allowed national banks to form “voluntary associations to be
designated as national currency associations.” The banks had to meet certain requirements, such
as having “unimpaired capital and a surplus of not less than twenty per centum, not less than ten
in number, having an aggregate capital and surplus of at least five millions of dollars.” In
addition, the formation of these national currency associations was subject to approval by the
Secretary of the Treasury. Each association could represent a city, state, or region, but there
could not be more than one association in a given city. 74
The purpose of forming national currency associations was that it would make it easier
for banks to circulate additional currency when needed. Greater flexibility when issuing currency
would theoretically allow banks to head off potential banking panics before they began and to
dampen the impact of any economic downturns that did occur. The Aldrich-Vreeland Act
allowed the currency associations to apply to the treasury department for the issue of additional
circulating notes. In return, the association would deposit securities in the treasury. As mentioned
earlier, the law was a compromise between the advocates of bond-backed and asset-backed
currencies: The securities that currency associations could deposit with the treasury included
both government bonds and commercial paper. 75 As long as the Secretary of the Treasury
deemed the deposited securities acceptable, the treasury could issue additional circulating notes
to the national currency association, of an amount not exceeding 75 percent of the value of the
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deposited securities. The act also placed a total cap of $500 million on the total amount of
additional currency issued under the provisions of the act. 76
While Aldrich and the bond-secured currency advocates did make some concessions,
they did not completely give in to the supporters of asset-based currency. The Aldrich-Vreeland
Act placed much stricter requirements on currency backed by commercial paper than on bondbacked currency. First, the law limited the amount of additional currency that could be based on
commercial paper. A national bank could not issue “circulating notes based on commercial paper
in excess of thirty per centum of its unimpaired capital and surplus.” Second, the law specified
the meaning of the somewhat loosely defined term, “commercial paper,” in an effort to ensure
that higher-quality loans would be used. The act read, “The term ‘commercial paper’ shall be
held to include only notes representing actual commercial transactions, which when accepted by
the association shall bear the names of at least two responsible parties and have not exceeding
four months to run.” Third, national banks that deposited commercial paper to back additional
currency had to pay higher taxes on their deposit than those who used bonds. The AldrichVreeland Act stipulated that banks that deposited bonds would pay a biannual tax of 0.5 percent
upon the average value of the circulating notes based on those bonds. On the other hand, banks
that deposited commercial paper had to pay a much higher monthly tax, which started at 5
percent and then rose to 10 percent over time. 77 Clearly, the act was designed to incentivize the
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use of bond-secured currency. However, the inclusion of commercial paper as an acceptable
deposit to back circulating notes was still significant, since it marked America’s first use of an
asset-backed currency.
Although many accused Aldrich of favoring large Northeastern cities, as demonstrated
by the railroad bond debacle, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act included provisions designed to prevent
regional favoritism. As mentioned above, the act precluded the formation of more than one
currency association in a given city. Another provision dictated that the Secretary of the Treasury
could not issue an amount of currency to a state that was greater than that state’s proportion of
the total capital of all national banking associations combined. The drafters of the bill explicitly
stated that this provision was designed “in order that the distribution of notes … shall be made as
equitable and as practicable between the various sections of the country.” 78 In the interest of
practicality, the act made an exception to this rule for emergency situations – in times of crisis,
the Secretary of the Treasury had discretion to grant a state’s associations an amount of notes
greater than their allotted share, so long as other states did not apply for them.
Finally, at the very end of the bill, three short sections established the National Monetary
Commission. The NMC would be composed of 18 members, nine from the House, who were
appointed by the speaker, and nine from the Senate, who were appointed by the presiding officer
of the Senate, the vice president.79 Section 18, which laid out the responsibilities and powers of
the Commission, read as follows:
“That it shall be the duty of this Commission to inquire into and report to Congress at the earliest
date practicable, what changes are necessary or desirable in the monetary system of the United
States or in the laws relating to banking and currency, and for this purpose they are authorized to
sit during the sessions or recess of Congress, at such times and places as they may deem
desirable, to send for persons and papers, to administer oaths, to summons and compel the
78
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attendance of witnesses and to employ a disbursing officer and such secretaries, experts,
stenographers, messengers, and other assistants as shall be necessary to carry out the purposes
for which said Commission was created. The Commission shall have the power, through
subcommittee or otherwise, to examine witnesses and to make such investigations and
examinations, in this or other countries, of the subjects committed to their charge as they shall
deem necessary.”80
The wording of this section was vague, and as a result, the Commission had fairly wide-ranging
powers and a good degree of flexibility. The law did not specify the exact purpose of the
commission other than to “inquire into” what changes would benefit the monetary system of the
United States. This rather nebulous wording would later cause disagreement among the members
of the NMC, but it also gave the commission extensive investigatory power. Section 19 of
Aldrich-Vreeland appropriated money from the treasury to fund the activities of the NMC. The
law also did not place any limit on the Commission’s spending, saying only that a “sum
sufficient” to carry out the commission’s work would be appropriated from the treasury.
Between its trips to Europe and the acquisition of thousands of pages of economic and financial
literature, the NMC would take full advantage of this generous allocation of funding. 81 Given
that the three sections regarding the NMC were tucked away at the end of the law, it is not
altogether surprising that press coverage of the Aldrich Vreeland Act did not tend to mention the
establishment of the NMC.82 Although the NMC provisions went largely unnoticed at the time,
these three short sections would have by far the most impact on American economic history.
Overall, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act implemented fairly conservative changes to America’s
currency and banking laws, especially compared to some of its alternatives, such as the Fowler
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Bill. Although Aldrich could not push through the version of his bill that relied only on bondsecured currency, the final version of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act strongly encouraged the use of
traditional bond-supported currency over asset-backed currency. Advocates of asset-backed
currency made some progress, but ultimately it was a small victory. The formation of national
currency associations also signaled the beginning of a shift toward centralization, but again, it
was only a minor shift. Rather than totally reorganizing the banking system, as Fowler had
proposed, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act simply grouped the existing National Banks together.
Whereas the Fowler Bill had called for the end of an independent treasury and the eventual
retirement of greenbacks, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act gave the Secretary of the Treasury strong
control over the endowment of additional currency. Under the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, the
Secretary had to approve the formation of national currency associations, could reject the deposit
of securities he deemed unacceptable, and, in emergency situations, could allocate additional
currency among the states according to his discretion. Unlike some of the more radical monetary
reform proposals of 1908, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act relied mostly on existing institutions and
made only small steps toward centralized banking and greater elasticity of currency. Luckily, the
law’s framers recognized its limited scope, hence their decision to create a study group dedicated
to finding a more lasting solution.
Scholars have differing opinions about the significance of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act –
some consider it an underwhelming response to Panic of 1907, but others argue that it would
have been an effective panic prevention measure. All scholars recognize that the act was
intended as a stopgap measure. Most argue that placing time limit on the law was a boon, while a
few contend that the Aldrich-Vreeland Act provided sufficient currency reform. Roger
Lowenstein exemplifies the first view. He emphasizes that there was “little enthusiasm for the
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bill among bankers, and none among the public.” He also points to the establishment of the
National Monetary Commission as evidence that not even the bill’s creators were satisfied with
the reforms achieved by the bill. In short, he concludes that “the saving grace was that the law
would expire in 1914.”83
On the other hand, some scholars like Elmus Wicker argue that the Aldrich-Vreeland Act
would have been an effective panic prevention measure by itself. Wicker says, “Had the
elimination of banking panics been the sole incentive for establishment of a central bank,
Aldrich-Vreeland rendered a central bank redundant.”84 His argument rests on a potential 1914
banking panic, which began to stir before the federal reserve banks opened.85 Wicker says that
the panic was forestalled by the emergency currency provisions of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act,
which was extended for a year by the Federal Reserve Act. However, Aldrich-Vreeland was only
successful in preventing the 1914 panic because of an amendment added by the Federal Reserve
Act, which increased the amount of emergency notes banks could issue. This suggests that the
original draft of Aldrich-Vreeland was indeed too conservative. Wicker also admits that the
establishment of a central bank achieved multiple objectives outside the scope of the AldrichVreeland Act.86 Robert Craig West mentions the same potential crisis in 1914, without much
detail, but he emphasizes that disaster was only avoided because of the amendments made by the
Federal Reserve Act. Like Lowenstein, West concludes that “the long-term importance of the
Aldrich-Vreeland Act was its creation of the National Monetary Commission, which … played
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an important role in banking reform.”87 Wicker’s hypothetical argument is not strong enough to
justify his assertion that Aldrich-Vreeland would have been sufficient to prevent banking panics.
Although the law did allow for the issue of emergency currency, the analysis above has
demonstrated that the bill’s provisions, such as heavily taxing asset-backed currency, limited
banks’ ability to easily change the volume of currency available. On its own, the AldrichVreeland Bill did not do enough to fix the flaws of the National Banking System.

Composition and Scope of the NMC
From its inception, the National Monetary Commission was bipartisan and had members
from every region of the country. A few days after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act was passed on May
27, Vice President Charles Fairbanks appointed nine senators and Speaker of the House Joseph
Cannon (R-IL) appointed nine house representatives to serve on the commission (See Appendix,
Figure 1, for a full listing of the original NMC members). Of these eighteen congressmen, twelve
were Republicans and six were Democrats. This split was roughly proportionate to the makeup
of the Sixtieth Congress, which had a Republican majority of about 60 percent. In addition, the
regional distribution of the congressman was very even – five represented Northeastern states,
six Southern states, and seven Midwestern or Western states. 88 This is particularly significant,
since people from different regions would have had very different interests when it came to
banking reform.
During the first meeting of the NMC, on May 31, the commissioners handled perfunctory
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matters, such as electing a chairman and choosing assistants. The archived minutes of NMC
meeting tend to be quite vague – they usually provide an overview of the proceedings, rarely
including an actual transcript of what the commissioners said. In the case of the May 31 meeting,
this is not particularly problematic, since the commissioners were dealing with uncontroversial
procedural matters. First, Senator Joseph Bailey (D-TX) nominated Aldrich as chairman, who
was then unanimously approved. Born into a middle class Rhode Island family, Aldrich, who
never actually attended college, married Abby Chapman, a member of the prestigious
Rockefeller family, and attained wealth through a series of investments. He had served as the
Senator from Rhode Island since 1881 and became known as the “General Manager of the
United States,” for his prominent role in monetary and tariff-related legislation.89 Next, Senator
Eugene Hale (R-ME) moved for Representative Vreeland to be the vice chairman, which was
also unanimously approved. Finally, the commission selected several assistants, the most
noteworthy of which was secretary Arthur B. Shelton (d. 1954), who had previously worked as
Aldrich’s secretary. Shelton would work tirelessly over the next few years, coordinating
communication between the commissioners, sending thousands of letters to the commission’s
contacts, and obtaining a massive amount of informational materials. The meeting then
adjourned, with the agreement that a subcommittee of three senators and three representatives90
would meet again in June to “map a plan of organization and of the work to be done by the
Commission.”91
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At this point, the official members of the commission had been selected, but the scope of
its activities was still not determined. The minutes of the June 12 meeting of the subcommittee
shed almost no light on the intended scope of the commission, simply noting that, “the greater
part of the sessions of the subcommittee was occupied in an informal discussion of the scope of
the future work of the Commission,” without including any transcript of the discussion. 92 Later
meetings would reveal a lack of clarity on the commission’s scope – Aldrich envisioned an
enormous research effort, while some other commissioners favored more limited activities.
In these early stages, the best indicator of the huge reach of the commission’s future
investigations was that Aldrich quickly contacted a large number of outside contributors, mostly
bankers and economists. At the June 12 meeting, Aldrich brought in Abram Piatt Andrew, a
Harvard professor of economics, who had been personally recommended to Aldrich by Charles
Elliot, the president of Harvard. 93 Andrew met the other commissioners and was appointed as an
assistant to the commission, with a yearly salary of $3,000 (about $92,000 in 2017 dollars).94
Andrew immediately began working for the commission, and he would prove to be more than
worth his $3,000 salary. Andrew, along with Shelton, did most of the legwork in obtaining a
massive amount of information about financial history. In addition, he was largely responsible
for analyzing and synthesizing the NMC materials, as well as explaining banking and economic
theory to the commissioners.
Andrew was the expert most thoroughly involved with the commission, but he was by no
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means the only one. During the first month of the commission’s existence, Aldrich, who had
extensive connections in the financial world, had already begun to communicate with other
bankers and economists. Some of his most notable consultants were Henry Davison (d. 1922), a
banker who worked closely with JP Morgan, Paul Warburg (d. 1932), an economist and central
banking advocate from a prominent German-Jewish banking family, and Frank Vanderlip (d.
1937), a former assistant secretary of the treasury who became president of the National City
Bank of New York in 1909. 95 Aldrich’s supporting cast was quite typical of a Progressive Era
commission. The commission consulted experts in both academia and the private sector. In
addition, Aldrich’s experts had strong connections to Europe, especially Germany, which was a
hallmark of Progressive Era economists. Warburg had grown up in Germany, learning about
banking and economics, before coming to New York to work at the prominent investment bank
Kuhn, Loeb, and Co., which was led by Jacob Schiff, another German immigrant. Thanks to
Morgan, who had gone to college in Germany, Davison had a considerable number of contacts in
Europe, many of which he passed along to Aldrich.
Aldrich was not hesitant to extend his connections to the other commissioners. A week
after the June 12 meeting, Aldrich sent a letter to JP Morgan, requesting that he meet with
Representative Theodore Burton, one of the other commissioners, to discuss British banking
issues and their implications for the work of the commission. Aldrich wrote that Burton would
“have great influence in determining the report of the Commission.” 96 Some historians point to
Aldrich’s outside contacts as evidence that Aldrich did not consult with the other commissioners
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when making important decisions. 97 While Aldrich probably overstated Burton’s level of
influence on the commission, this correspondence, at the very least, reveals that Aldrich put his
fellow commissioners in contact with his connections in the financial world. Additional evidence
about Aldrich’s relationships with the other commissioners will be discussed in the next chapter.
For now, it is important to note that from the very earliest stage of the NMC, Aldrich was intent
on bringing in a wide variety of experts, both from academia and the banking sector.
While the scope of the commission’s activities was still unclear in the very early stages,
Aldrich had begun to lay the foundation for an enormous research effort. Over the next year,
Aldrich’s ambitious vision would create tension with some commissioners, while others would
actively participate in the commission’s gathering of materials. The next chapter, which
examines the National Monetary Commission’s methods of acquiring information, will shed
more light on the magnitude of the commission’s research and the roles that the commissioners
played.
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Chapter II. The NMC Turns Toward Europe (1908-1910)
“There will be nothing partisan in the information which we obtain, and the preliminary reports
will contain simply facts and not theories or conclusions.” – remark by Nelson Aldrich to Joseph
Bailey, November 1908
In the early 1900s, financial history was still a relatively undeveloped discipline, and the
NMC’s efforts produced what was, at the time, the most complete collection of works in that
field. The commissioners certainly did not all play equal roles in the gathering of materials – in
fact, some of them demonstrated a marked lack of enthusiasm for the commission’s activities.
Much of the day-to-day research work was handled by the commission’s assistants, chiefly Piatt
Andrew and Arthur Shelton. However, some of the commissioners directly participated. Shortly
after its inception in 1908, six NMC members, along with Andrew, traveled to Europe,
conducting interviews and making contacts with bankers in Germany, England, France, and
several other countries. Upon their return, they continued to gather materials from around the
world, and by 1910, they had accumulated many thousands of pages about financial and
economic history. The first section of this chapter will examine the research activities of the
NMC, paying attention to the roles of its members and assistants. The second section will take a
detailed look at two documents gathered by the NMC about the Reichsbank, the central bank of
Germany, assessing which aspects of foreign banking systems most interested the commissioners
and pointing out several findings that would influence the commission’s final recommendations.

Acquisition of Materials
The next meeting of the entire NMC took place in July, at the Hotel Imperial in
Narragansett, Rhode Island, near Aldrich’s home. The minutes of the July meetings provided a
bit more detail than earlier minutes, but still lacked any transcripts of what the commissioners
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actually said. As far as the minutes reveal, the July meetings, unlike some later meetings were
largely harmonious, with little disagreement between the commissioners. However, the minutes,
probably written by the secretary, Arthur Shelton, do hint at the indifference of some of the
commissioners. Shelton drily noted: “At 11:30 a.m., after the Commission had been in session
about half an hour, Mr. Overstreet [R-IN] appeared.” It makes sense that Shelton, who had
already spent many hours organizing these meetings and responding to the commission’s
correspondence, would have been slightly bitter about some of the commissioners’ flippant
attitudes. In addition, several members’ names do not appear in the minutes after the initial note
about who was in attendance. For example, despite his apt name, the only contribution of Senator
Hernando Money (D-MS) was to request the adjournment of the final meeting on July 23, at 9:30
pm.98
The main point of these meetings was to gain more clarity on the scope of the
commission’s research and to delegate responsibility for gathering materials. By the second day,
the NMC had settled on four broad areas of interest: “The money question, speaking in the
broadest possible sense; … Banks, national, savings, state, and trust companies; … Domestic and
international exchanges; and the relation of government to the volume of money.” The
commissioners also decided to focus on the following countries: “The United States, Canada,
England, Scotland, Ireland, France, Germany, Sweden, and Switzerland.” 99 The commissioners’
interests were still quite broad, but over the next few days, the commissioners did make concrete
plans to investigate them. First, Aldrich suggested that they hire experts in each of these
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countries to “write a history of the various phases of development of the present banking and
money systems in these countries, and also a synopsis of those systems as they are at present.”
Next, Representative John Weeks, a Republican from Massachusetts proposed that they select a
group of experts to “prepare a compilation of arguments and references for and against the
establishment of a central bank.” The commission selected several professors and bankers,
including Frank Vanderlip and Paul Warburg. Perhaps the most important event of the July
meetings was the adoption of a movement made by Representative Overstreet that a
subcommittee, to be appointed later by Aldrich, would visit several European capitals to make
contacts with bankers and conduct interviews. The commissioners who remained at home would
begin to investigate possible changes to the National Banking Laws. 100 The July meetings were
the first time that the press began to significantly cover the activities of the NMC. The New York
Times published three articles covering the meetings. They were all very short overviews of the
meetings, although an article entitled “Currency Men Plan Work,” published on July 22, did
make the front page. 101 A July 25 article about the commission’s plans to visit Europe included a
short press statement by Aldrich, in which he stated that the goal of the commission was to
“secure a thorough and as nearly exhaustive examination of the monetary and banking systems
of the leading commercial nations.” 102 Aldrich and his fellow commissioners would soon achieve
this ambitious goal.
Aldrich and his fellow commissioners were understandably eager to visit Europe, which
was probably a more exciting endeavor than staying home to investigate domestic banking laws.
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A letter addressed to Arthur Shelton shows that Shelton booked passage to London with the
North German Lloyd Steamship Co. for Aldrich, Vreeland, Hale, Overstreet, John Daniels (DVA), Lemuel Padgett (D-TN). The commissioners were also accompanied by Andrew, who
would essentially act as an economics tutor for the congressmen, Shelton, and several other staff
members, including a maid and a messenger. 103 Representative Burton was already in Europe,
and had been meeting with JP Morgan and Henry Davison. The subcommittee left for Europe on
August 4 and arrived in England six days later. Over the next few weeks, the commissioners,
with the assistance of Davison, conducted interviews of British bankers, both from commercial
banks and the Bank of England. In late August, the group split up, with Vreeland, Overstreet,
and Daniel going to France, while Aldrich and Padgett, accompanied by Andrew, traveled to
Berlin.104 The commissioners continued to interview both commercial and central bankers in
these two countries, with the aid of translators. All of these European interviews were later
published by the NMC, and they yielded a wealth of information, much of which was useful for
the NMC’s final recommendations. The second half of this chapter will analyze in detail Aldrich
and Padgett’s interview of the leaders of the Reichsbank, Germany’s central bank.
By the end of the European trip, Aldrich’s goals for the NMC had changed considerably.
In July, Aldrich had been ready to launch into an ambitious research effort about banking
systems around the world, but he was still unsure about the commission’s role in recommending
specific monetary reform. Now, he had decided that the ultimate goal of the NMC was to design
a specific plan to remedy the national banking system. A New York Times article in November
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1908 reported: “Senator Aldrich, it is understood, is to devote practically all his time to the
revision of the monetary system. He is declared to have made up his mind to make this
reformation in the currency the crowning work of his career.” 105 Aldrich did indeed devote an
enormous amount of time during the last years of his political career toward producing the final
report of the NMC.
Aldrich’s views on central banking had also transformed dramatically by the time he
returned from Europe. In a November speech before the Merchant’s Association of New York,
Aldrich said that “he had given up many of his former views on banking and had entered upon
the study of the question with a mind free to accept new conclusions.” 106 At first glance, this
statement might seem to be the maneuvering of a politician eager to appear unbiased, but Aldrich
was being earnest. Earlier in his career, Aldrich’s beliefs about banking had been relatively
conservative. For example, as recently as the currency reform debate of early 1908, Aldrich had
expressed great reluctance to use an asset-based currency. But after his European voyage,
Aldrich was willing to consider much more significant and controversial monetary reforms.
Later that month, the NMC held a hearing at the Metropolitan Club of New York, where
Paul Warburg was invited to share his thoughts about America’s banking system. After the
hearing, Aldrich pulled Warburg aside, complimenting him on his ideas. To Warburg’s “intense
surprise,” Aldrich’s only critique was that Warburg was too pessimistic. Aldrich told him: “You
say we cannot have a central bank, and I say we can.” Shocked at this role reversal, Warburg
actually felt the need to warn Aldrich that he was being too ambitious, and “explained to the
Senator why any attempt to establish a full-fledged central bank, in the European sense, appeared
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to … be inadvisable.” In particular, Warburg cited America’s lack of a large bill market, its
deep-seated hostility toward central banks, and the likelihood that political maneuvering would
quickly undermine the bank’s purpose. Aldrich, intrepid as ever, did not appear to heed
Warburg’s words of caution. However, their brief conversation sparked great hope in Warburg,
who later wrote that “what only a few hours before had appeared to be an insurmountable
obstacle in the way of progress was now crumbling away and, for the first time, I felt confident
that genuine banking reform was within grasp of the United States.”107 This private conversation
affirms that Aldrich had completely rethought his attitude toward banking reform – he was now
willing to consider reform as radical as the creation of a European-style central bank. In addition,
the makeup of the National Monetary Commission, the breadth of its reports, and the varied
background of its contributors support Aldrich’s assertion that he wanted to take an objective,
open-minded, and academic approach to banking reform.
The first meeting of the NMC after the trip to Europe was originally scheduled for
November 10, 1908. The November meetings are important, because the minutes of these
meetings are much more detailed than those of any other NMC meeting. An analysis of the
planning of the meeting and its actual proceedings reveal that while the congressmen did not all
play equal roles in the work of the NMC, some scholars exaggerate the extent to which Aldrich
steamrolled the other commissioners. For example, Lowenstein says, “From the beginning,
Aldrich treated his fellow commissioners as ciphers.”108 Lowenstein gives little evidence to
support this claim, other than saying that Aldrich “controlled the meeting agendas” and that
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Aldrich preferred to seek help from outsiders like Andrew and Davison rather than his fellow
commissioners. It is certainly true that Aldrich was the undisputed leader of the commission, and
also that he undertook the most work by far of any of the members. However, it is not fair to say
that Aldrich treated his fellow commissioners as “ciphers,” simply because he sought outside
help from experts. Aldrich was very open about consulting with these experts, and he even
sought to connect his fellow NMC members with these experts, as shown by Aldrich’s request
that JP Morgan meet with Burton, described in the previous chapter. In addition, a deeper look at
the NMC meeting of November 1908 shows that Aldrich was quite concerned about receiving
input from the other members. Some of the other members did not reciprocate Aldrich’s
enthusiasm and were unwilling to aid in research and policy development, but others actively
participated.
During late October and early November, Aldrich received letters from a number of the
commission members, notifying him that they would not be able to attend the meeting. 109
Overstreet sounded particularly uninterested, writing, “Knowing fairly well the general character
of the work which will be taken up at this meeting of the Monetary Commission on November
10th, I have decided that I will not attend.” Despite the lackluster response by the committee
members, the NMC secretary, Arthur B. Shelton, noted in his response to Overstreet that Aldrich
was “especially anxious” to have every commission member at the meeting. 110 Aldrich decided
to postpone the meeting until November 23, in order to give every congressman the best possible
chance of attending. Even so, four commission members were not present at the November 23rd
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meeting.111
The minutes of the November 23rd meeting suggest that in the commission’s early
stages, some of the commission members demonstrated a knowledge of banking and made
valuable contributions to the gathering of materials, contrary to the claims of some scholars. 112
The first day of the meeting was taken up by a perfunctory overview of the work that the
Committee had done while abroad in Europe. The next day, however, the conversation was not
dominated by Aldrich, but rather by Representative John Weeks, who had significant banking
experience – before running for Congress, Weeks had co-founded a prominent Boston banking
firm.113 Weeks, who was the chairman of the subcommittee designated to investigate changes to
the National Banking Act, had written a questionnaire about changes to banking laws and sent it
to the commissioner of every state bank, as well as to the convention of the American Bankers
Association in Denver.114 The responses to Weeks’ survey provided invaluable information
about state banking laws.
The last day of the meeting, November 25, was by far the most contentious. Aldrich
expressed his desire to learn more about the banking conditions in the United States, and he
emphasized that all regions of the country should be equally represented. His commitment to this
idea was demonstrated by the list of banking officers he planned to invite to a later meeting –
they came from a wide variety of states, equally distributed across regions. 115 However, when
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Aldrich mentioned a special investigation into the banking system of New York, it drew
objections. Senator Joseph Bailey said that he protested “against obtaining information about
savings banks and the ordinary banks of discount and deposit, and [thought] we should limit our
investigation to the banks over which the government has control.” 116 Aldrich responded by
pointing to the text of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, which gave the NMC a mandate to conduct any
investigations or examinations that it deemed necessary. At this point, Senator Money
interrupted the debate, asking his fellow congressmen to clarify how exactly they envisioned the
purpose of the NMC. After Bailey reiterated his opposition to investigating any banks outside of
the national system, the chairman opined that omitting information about any American banking
systems would be a disservice to both the commission and the public. Aldrich told Bailey, “there
will be nothing partisan in the information which we obtain, and the preliminary reports will
contain simply facts and not theories or conclusions.” Aldrich’s opinion that the gathering of
economic facts was an inherently objective activity was typical of a Progressive Era reformer. 117
This seemed to satisfy Bailey, and the commission now turned to more mundane questions about
dividing up the workload. Senator Money, demonstrating his typical lack of enthusiasm, quickly
asked if it was “necessary for the entire commission to be engaged in this preliminary work of
obtaining information.” Aldrich replied that he would be happy to shoulder the bulk of this work,
although several other commission members, including Vreeland and Weeks, expressed a
willingness to help him. 118
While it is true that Aldrich usually had the final say about the commission’s actions, this
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was due more to varying levels of interest expressed by the other commissioners than to any
political maneuvering by Aldrich. The scheduling of the November 23rd meeting demonstrated
that Aldrich actively sought the input of the other commission members and went out of his way
to ensure their attendance. Even so, some commissioners, like Overstreet, showed very little
interest – Overstreet failed to attend even though Aldrich had postponed the meeting until a date
when the representative would be in Washington. 119 Even among those who attended, some
barely spoke or, like Money, seemed preoccupied and uninterested in participating in the more
rigorous aspects of the commission’s work.
The apathy of some commissioners was probably due to several factors. First, many of
the congressmen were extremely busy with other legislative activities and probably did not see a
fact-finding commission as a priority. Second, most of the commissioners did not have a very
complete understanding of banking or economics, which may have discouraged them from
participating. And finally, Aldrich had much more clout in Congress than most of the other
members, partly because of his long tenure as a senator and also because of his dominating
personality, which may have led some of the other commissioners to defer to his judgment.
However, other commissioners actively participated, like Weeks, who helped gather information,
and Bailey, who pushed back when he thought Aldrich might be overstepping his bounds or
demonstrating partisan bias. Although Aldrich was certainly the leader of the commission’s
efforts, his decisions did not always go unchallenged, and some of the other commissioners made
useful contributions. The role of the other commissioners diminished with time, but especially in
the NMC’s early stages, it was not a “one-man show,” as some scholars have argued. 120
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Some scholars contend that the NMC made little progress in 1909 and 1910, 121 and while
it is true that the commission was slow to develop actual policy recommendations, this was
because the commission spent these intermediate years gathering an enormous amount of
research. Most of the commissioners themselves were busy with other legislation – Aldrich for
example, was distracted by a debate over tariffs for parts of 1909. But all the while, Shelton and
Andrew continued to devote a huge amount of effort toward gathering volumes and statistics
about domestic and foreign banking. The NMC archives at the Library of Congress contain many
hundreds of letters between these two and bankers and professors around the world. 122
The materials gathered and published by the NMC support Aldrich’s claims that he
wanted to take an open-minded, academic approach to banking reform. At their July 1908
meetings, the commissioners had decided to investigate banking systems in several European
countries, as well as most states. By 1911, the commission had more than achieved this goal,
publishing over forty volumes that together contained information on banking practices in ten
countries and forty-six states.123 The NMC focused particularly on England, Germany, and
France – the countries with economies most similar to the United States’. These three countries
were the subject of at least six reports each. However, the commission also requested reports
about countries much less similar to the United States, including Switzerland, Japan, Mexico,
and Canada, among other countries. It commissioned several other publications that compared
the banking systems of different countries, which tended to focus on Germany, England, and
France. The materials gathered by the commission, which covered a wide variety of topics in
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great depth, suggest that Aldrich was being serious when he said that he wanted to take an openminded, academic approach to recommending banking reform.
The commission not only studied a wide range of topics, it sought the opinions of a
diverse group of contributors. The NMC requested reports from experts of many different
backgrounds, including professors of economics and finance, private bankers, government
bankers, and journalists. As stated above, the commission worked very hard to obtain reports
from all different areas of the country – not just the Northeast or the country’s major population
centers. This was difficult work, as the state banking officials were often unresponsive. Shelton
often had to contact bank examiners multiple times over the course of the fall of 1908 before
receiving a response from them. 124 Piatt Andrew also helped to gather information about state
banking systems, and he too encountered obstacles. For example, when he requested a special
study of New York’s banking safety systems from Professor E.W. Kemmerer, of Cornell
University, Kemmerer initially declined, saying that he was already working to publish a study
that was too similar. Andrew persisted, offering research assistance, promising “satisfactory
remuneration,” and complimenting the professor’s expertise. 125 Ultimately, he was successful in
persuading Kemmerer, but this chain of correspondence exemplifies the great effort often
required to gather information, especially considering that this was just one of hundreds of
studies requested. The NMC had already gathered a significant amount of information about
European banking practices during its trip abroad, but it worked to add even more,
commissioning new reports and facilitating the translation of already existing materials. In
general, foreign bankers and officials actually seemed to be more responsive than domestic
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bankers to requests by Shelton and Andrew.126 Regardless, coordinating the transfer of thousands
of pages of materials from around the globe was complicated and expensive. 127 The great lengths
to which the commission went to obtain this diverse wealth of information suggested its
commitment to producing a holistic, high-quality body of literature about banking.
An analysis of all of the volumes produced by the NMC is beyond the scope of this
thesis, because the commission gathered tens of thousands of pages of reports, along with
miscellaneous articles, diagrams, and tables of statistics. As a result, this chapter will focus on
the NMC materials related to the Reischbank, the central bank of Germany. I have chosen to
focus on Germany because there were strong parallels between the political and economic
circumstances of the Reischbank’s creation and the creation of the Federal Reserve. By the dawn
of the twentieth century, Germany had become the largest economy in Europe. Just five years
after the unification of Germany in 1871, the Reichsbank, a privately owned central bank was
established. As Germany continued to industrialize and experienced rapid growth over the next
thirty-five years, its economy remained relatively stable – although it experienced some
recessions, they were not nearly as severe as the seasonal fluctuations and financial panic
experienced by the U.S. In large part, the centralization of German banking was responsible for
this stability, as compared to America’s fragmented banking system and turbulent economy.
Because Germany’s economy had a record of stable growth and it was of fairly similar size and
character to America’s, it is not surprising that the National Monetary Commission thought that
the German banking system was worthy of intense study. Aldrich himself said, “the [banking]
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system of Germany is for us the most interesting of any, because the German Empire has very
largely the same industrial and commercial interests that we have in the United States.” 128
The next section will analyze the transcripts of the commission’s interviews with two
leaders of the Reichsbank. The third and final section of this chapter will examine a thousandpage volume about the Reichsbank that the commission obtained. Tracing certain themes
throughout these materials demonstrates how researching European central banking practices
would have made the commissioners more favorable toward central banking. Ultimately, the
knowledge and recommendations the commissioners gleaned from conducting this interview and
reading this volume were integral to the final report of the NMC.

The NMC Interviews German Bankers
In late August 1908, Aldrich and Padgett, accompanied by Andrew, headed to Berlin,
where they conducted interviews with employees at fifteen different banks, by far the most of
any country they visited. 129 On August 27 and 28, they interviewed Dr. von Glasenapp and Dr.
von Lumm, the vice president and director of the Reichsbank, respectively. 130 The transcripts of
the interviews, which were published by the NMC in 1910, reveal very little details about the
context of the interview. In fact, the published transcript does not even indicate which
commission members were conducting the interview. Other NMC documents show that it was
Aldrich, Padgett, and Andrew, but it is impossible to know from the transcript which
commissioner asked which questions. None of the NMC members knew German, so they had to
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use a translator. Nathaniel Stephenson, in his biographer’s notes on Aldrich, says that although
the senator “was no linguist,” he was still adept at communicating with the Germans through a
translator. He said, “the whole thing was expeditious, like a businessman rather than a
politician.”131
The interview ranged from fairly simple inquiries about the bank’s organization and
structure, to technical questions about discount rates 132 and loans, to how the bankers would deal
with hypothetical situations. The tone of the interviewers was earnest and inquisitive – at times
they almost seemed eager to impress the bankers with their knowledge of the German banking
system. The central bankers were generally friendly and helpful toward the Americans, although
they sometimes seemed a bit surprised at the American’s skepticism of central banking practices.
Their choice of questions, the answers they received, and their reactions to these answers reveal
what aspects of banking systems the commission’s members regarded as most important and
interesting.
Aldrich and Padgett started by asking straightforward questions about the organization
and management of the Reichsbank. The Germans explained that the bank was privately owned,
mostly by shareholders in Germany and Holland – the government owned no shares.133 Next, the
Americans asked about the management of the bank and were told that it was overseen by three
boards, the Curatorium, the Direktorium, and the Central Ausschuss. The Curatorium, which
represented the government, was headed by the chancellor, who had “supreme power, although
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he has never exercised it but once in the history of the Bank.” The Direktorium was comprised of
nine members, appointed for life by the Emperor. Finally, the Central Ausschuss, a fifteenmember board, represented the stockholders. The NMC asked about the character of the
relationship between the boards. The Americans’ concerns about conflict between the various
boards makes sense in light of the long history of tension between bankers and politicians in
America. However, the German bankers curtly dismissed the notion of any tension, assuring
them that there was “no lack of harmony.” Next, the interviewers discovered that there were
ninety-three branches of the Reichsbank, and that profits were split among the directors of each
branch, which incentivized them to prevent losses.134 The German bankers’ answers revealed
that the Reichsbank had an interesting mix of private and public control – although the
government had supervision and final say over the bank’s decisions, in practice, the bank’s
operations were almost entirely controlled by bankers and shareholders. This division of control
was quite different from anything that the NMC members would have seen in the U.S.
After determining what they wanted to know about the structure of the Reichsbank,
Aldrich and Padgett abruptly switched to more technical questions, some of which revealed their
less-than-complete understanding of central banking practices. First, they asked about the types
of bills that the Reichsbank discounted.135 The bankers replied, somewhat coldly, that the
Americans could look at Germany’s banking laws to determine exactly what bills the
Reichsbank would take, but that in general, there must be the names of at least two parties on the
bill – this was also a requirement of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. Despite the unenthusiastic reply
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by the bankers, the commissioners continued to ask about the nature of the bills accepted by the
Reichsbank. When the NMC was told that the Reichsbank accepted unsecured notes, they

seemed as though they did not believe the answer. The commissioners followed up with a series
of hypothetical questions, asking whether the Reichsbank would accept bills in different
situations and from various types of depositors, including merchants, American bankers,
railroads, manufacturers, and farmers. In every instance, the bankers assured the Americans that
they would accept the bills, although some types of depositors would actually be more likely to
use commercial banks than to try to take out loans from the central bank. 136 The NMC seemed to
have a hard time coming to terms with the flexibility of the Reichsbank’s discount system.
After a long string of questioning, the NMC members finally seemed to wrap their heads
around the idea of accepting unsecured bills, and moved on to asking about the Reichsbank’s
discount rate. The Americans at least had the prior knowledge that the Reichsbank’s discount
rate was 4 percent, but they seemed a bit confused about the details of how that rate was applied.
In particular, they seemed skeptical that the discount rate would be applied equally to all
customers, asking, “Would a customer in a little town in South Germany get his bill discounted
at 4 per cent to-day?” The German bankers replied confidently: “Yes; and at every branch of the
Reichsbank.”137 Getting to the heart of the matter, the Americans asked if any customer could get
a rate lower than 4 percent. They were told that the Reichsbank had only one discount rate,
because, “a great central institution like the Reichsbank, with its tasks and duties to the whole of
the community, ought not to make a distinction of any class, or make an exception in favor of
anyone. It is the policy of the Bank to serve all alike.”138 Again, the Americans seemed to be in
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disbelief – they asked once more if the Reichsbank would consider every application for loans.
And once again, the Germans told them yes, “the Reichsbank is for everybody.” 139
Overall, the NMC members seemed surprised by how smoothly the Reichsbank
functioned and the strength of its commitment to serve all people equally. Their repeated
questions about whether there was “any agitation” for various policy changes revealed their
skepticism that politicians or the general public could have a favorable attitude toward central
banking. The interview of the Reichsbank leaders provided the NMC with valuable information
and data, but even more so, it easy to see how the answers of these calm, confident central
bankers would have begun to persuade the commission members that the establishment of an
American central bank might be the best course of action.

NMC Volumes on Germany and The Reichsbank
The commission accumulated nine volumes about the economy and banks of Germany,
more than for any other foreign country. 140 One of the volumes about Germany focused
specifically on the Reichsbank. It had originally been published by the Reichsbank itself in 1900,
the twenty-fifth anniversary of the bank’s founding. Piatt Andrew contacted Frederick Lieder, a
fellow Harvard Professor, to translate the nearly 400-page report.141 This was a common practice
– Andrew hired a handful of other professors to translate documents from German and French. 142
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The report begins by describing the German banking system before unification in 1871.
At this time, the area was divided into smaller states, so the banking system was fragmented and
there was no central body to control the issue of notes – the same problem that the United States
had been facing for the past fifty years under the National Banking System. As a result, the
German states “attempted through prohibitive measures to keep out of their territory the notes of
banks licensed by other states,” greatly inconveniencing local people. 143 Even before the
establishment of the German Empire, one of the German states, the North German
Confederation, passed a constitution in 1867 that gave the government power to regulate
“coinage, weights, and measures, and the formulation of principles for the emission of funded
and un- funded paper money” as well as “general regulations for banking.” 144 Four years later,
the German Empire decided to include this provision in its constitution. However, the empire
still faced difficulties because the banking systems of each newly incorporated state differed
significantly. For example, while Prussia already had the large Prussian Bank, the regions of
Alsace and Bremen, recently acquired in a war with the French, no longer had the help of the
Bank of France, and lacked adequate access to credit.145 American advocates of banking reform
would clearly have been very interested in this report because of the strong parallels between the
early German banking system and America’s similarly decentralized system.
Unlike in America, however, the German public, government, and banking experts
generally supported the establishment a central bank in Germany. Support for a central bank
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mirrored more general support for a strong federal government. 146 And because Germany had
recently unified, it lacked the fraught history of failed attempts to establish central banks that
burdened American reformers. In 1875, the German legislature passed a banking act that
converted the Prussian Bank into the Reichsbank, a central bank that was privately owned, but
would be supervised by the government. 147 The rest of the Reischbank report describes in great
detail the organization and functions of the central bank.
Overall, the organization of the Reichsbank was balanced between public oversight and
private expertise. According to the Bank Act of 1875, the Reichsbank was supervised by a fiveperson “council of curators,” one of whom was the chancellor of the empire. The bank was also
directed by a board consisting of a president, vice president, and six other members, all of whom
were appointed by the emperor and approved by the Bundesrat. 148 In addition, the shareholders
of the bank were represented by a committee of fifteen members, which provided expert advice
to the directors and also “form[ed] a protection for large banks of issue against the dangers which
have arisen often enough from too close a connection with the financial administration of the
country.” 149 The Reichsbank had the authority to establish new branches anywhere in Germany
as needed, although the legislature could also order the bank to open a branch in certain
places.150
According to the report, the most important function of the Reichsbank was its role in
issuing notes. The Bank Act had specified that that the right of any bank to issue notes could be
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extended only through imperial law. 151 As a result, the Reichsbank was not the only German
bank that could issue notes, but after 1875, it was the largest of a handful of note-issuing banks,
as opposed to the thirty-one that existed before unification. According to the terms of the act
banks could issue notes freely up to a limit specified for each bank, at which point they would
have to pay a tax of 5 percent on any additional notes issued. The Reichsbank could issue bank
notes according to the needs of business until the sum of the notes issued reached a certain limit,
which was initially set at 250,000,000 marks in excess of reserves. Above this limit, the 5
percent tax would apply. The report said that “the object of these restrictions is to force the Bank
to maintain a sound proportion between cash holdings and circulating notes, thus to prevent too
large an increase of uncovered notes, and to insure the redemption of the notes.”

152

The note-

issuing function of the Reichsbank presented a potential remedy to one of the problems faced by
the United States – a central bank could issue currency to meet the changing demands of
business, but regulations prevented an unchecked explosion of currency.
Another topic of great interest to the NMC was the discount system employed by
European central banks like the Reichsbank. The report on the Reichsbank had a ninety-page
section devoted to this topic, which began by once again reminding readers that the bank must be
“at all times in a position to redeem its notes and to meet its other demand liabilities.” 153 The
problem was that the domestic demand for credit fluctuated, and as people took out more loans,
the bank’s reserves would decrease. The lower the bank’s reserves dropped relative to its
liabilities, the greater the risk that it would not be in the position to cover its liabilities. The
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Reichsbank had to prevent this from happening when the demand for money rose, but it did not
want to adopt a policy of arbitrarily refusing valid applications for credit. Instead, the bank could
adjust the interest rate on credit, also called the discount rate. 154 A high discount rate would
dampen demand for credit, while a low discount rate would stimulate it. For example, if the
discount rate was very high, fewer people would want to take out loans, since they would have to
pay them back at a very high rate of interest. The 5 percent tax on uncovered notes encouraged
bank officials to follow prudent discount policy, but more important than this tax was the
“constant care and vigilance on the part of the Bank officials.” 155 To show the importance of
bank officials’ decision-making capabilities, the report launched into a detailed description of the
bank’s discount policy over its twenty-five-year existence. It concluded that even as the German
economy rapidly grew, the Reichsbank’s discount policy ensured that it always remained in a
position to cover its liabilities. At the same time, it fulfilled “the endeavor … to meet legitimate
requests for cheap credit,” maintaining a fairly low discount rate that was usually around 3
percent.156 The judicious use of the discount rate to control credit demand allowed German
central bankers to provide steady access to credit, without the Reichsbank’s reserves diminishing
to dangerously low levels.
The content of this report demonstrates why the NMC would have been interested
gathering thousands of pages of information about the banking systems of Europe, and especially
Germany. At the time of its unification, Germany faced many of the same financial challenges as
America under the National Banking System. The report on the first 25 years of the Reichsbank
explained how a central bank could address many of these problems. This report and others also
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answered many of the questions that the NMC had asked while it was in Europe, in even more
depth than the commission’s interviews of European bankers. As will be shown in the next
chapter, the content of these reports was extremely influential on the final recommendations of
the NMC and the proposals of other actors who played a role in the creation of the Federal
Reserve.

63
Chapter III. Final Report of the NMC (1911-1912)
“The plan we propose is essentially an American system, scientific in its methods, and
democratic in its control.” – Report of the National Monetary Commission, 1912
After two years of gathering facts and data, Aldrich was eager to publish the results of the
commission’s enormous research efforts. Frustrated by the inaction of his fellow commissioners,
Aldrich decided to take matters into his own hands in November 1910. Without telling the other
congressmen, Aldrich called a meeting at Jekyll Island, a small resort island off the coast of
Georgia. Aldrich invited only five guests: Piatt Andrew, who had just accepted a position as
assistant secretary of the treasury, Henry Davison, Frank Vanderlip, Paul Warburg, and Arthur
Shelton.157 The secret nature of the meeting gave rise to the development of a litany of
conspiracy theories of the years, most of them linking the Jekyll Island meeting to a wider
network of super-rich international bankers who worked together to exploit average people
around the world. Many of these conspiracy theories were tinged with anti-Semitism, despite the
fact that only one of the Jekyll Island participants (Warburg) was Jewish.158 More traditional
scholars have focused on the Jekyll Island meeting as another piece of evidence that Aldrich
cared very little about his fellow commissioner’s input.159 In this case, their claims may be wellfounded – by 1910 Aldrich had certainly drifted away from the other NMC members. According
to biographer Nathaniel Stephenson, Aldrich wanted to avoid “the intervention of uninformed
persons eager to incorporate their ideas” and the “pressure of political forces more insistent upon
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party expediency than on sound legislation.” 160 By the end of the Jekyll Island meeting, Aldrich
had a draft of a monetary reform bill.
Although Aldrich had not invited the other commissioners to the Jekyll Island meeting,
he did seek their input on his bill, holding a series of NMC meetings upon his return in
December. The NMC archives provide very little insight into the content of these meetings, so it
is difficult to know exactly how much he took the other commissioners’ suggestions into
account. By January, Aldrich had composed a final report of the NMC, which was approved
unanimously approved by the commission. 161 The final report described the commission’s
activities, enumerated the problems with the National Banking System, and explained Aldrich’s
proposed bill in plain English. It was then released to the public, along with a copy of the bill
itself. The report painted Aldrich’s bill as a brilliant and unique system, going to great lengths to
emphasize the American nature of the plan. A few aspects of the proposal were genuinely novel
compared to European central banks, such as the system’s federal nature and the degree to which
its leaders were democratically elected. However, the plan was heavily influenced by the
research conducted by the NMC on European banking, and many of its features were based
directly on information from the Reichsbank materials described in the previous chapter.
Aldrich’s impulse to distance his plan from a European-style central bank was understandable, if
not entirely honest – he knew that the American political climate was still very hostile to the
notion of central banking.
Aldrich’s public relations campaign, however was misdirected – the public was more
concerned about regional favoritism by wealthy Republican politicians than they were about the
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establishment of a central banking authority. A coalition of Democrats, Progressives, and
populists waged a campaign against the Aldrich Plan, bringing up the allegations of favoritism
toward Northeastern elites that had plagued Aldrich throughout his career. In this case, the
allegations were largely unfounded, because Aldrich’s plan was markedly more egalitarian than
the current National Banking System. Regardless, the general public bought into the paranoia
about Aldrich’s “money trust.” The crusade against Aldrich was successful, and the Aldrich Plan
languished in Congress, never gaining the necessary support. Although the Aldrich Plan itself
did not pass into law, the legacy of the NMC did not end in 1912. The commission’s work and
its final report were instrumental to the drafting of the legislation that did ultimately create the
Federal Reserve.
The first section of this chapter will discuss the beginning of the NMC’s final report,
which recounted the NMC’s work and summarized its findings about the flaws of America’s
banking system. Many of these findings stemmed from comparison between American and
European banking systems, which was made possible by the extensive research conducted by the
commission. The second section will explain the NMC’s proposed remedy for the defective
banking system, a piece of legislation that became known as the “Aldrich Plan.” This section
will also explain how European central banks served as an example for many provisions of the
Aldrich Plan. Finally, the third section will discuss the political fate of the Aldrich Bill, which
failed to pass through Congress. However, many aspects of the Aldrich Plan were ultimately
included in the legislation that would become the Federal Reserve Act. The similarity between
the Aldrich Plan and the Federal Reserve Act will be discussed in the conclusion, because it is a
crucial link between the research of the NMC and the establishment of the Federal Reserve.

66
The Principal Defects of the American Banking System
The first section of the NMC’s final report explained the activities and purpose of the
NMC. It began by reiterating the broad mandate given to the commission under the Aldrich
Vreeland Act of 1908, which allowed the commission to “send for persons and papers, to
administer oaths, to summons and compel the attendance of witnesses,” among other powers.
The report then detailed how the commission made use of its powers to collect statistics from
“National and State banks and trust companies, national-bank examiners, and State bank
supervisors,” to interview foreign and domestic bankers, to conduct public hearings with
economists and bankers, and to requisition a large body of literature about banking systems. 162
The report of the NMC clearly outlined the commission’s contribution to the field of
financial history. According to the report, the NMC tried to follow the guidelines laid out by
Aldrich-Vreeland in as thorough and scientific a manner as possible. The commission members
were surprised by the “paucity” of high-quality literature about banking systems in America and
Europe. The report said: “Most bankers, economists, and legislators who had written upon
banking had discussed banking questions in much the same language and from much the same
point of view as English authorities who debated banking reform in England during the decades
before the act of 1844.”163 The tone of the report here is somewhat condescending – it essentially
suggested that the discourse about banking was outdated by 60 years and that the NMC was
responsible for modernizing it. The report claimed that the NMC collected “more complete
statistical information with regard to the banks of these countries than has ever been collected
before,” and that its research about domestic banking was the “first … to present reports from all
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of the banks in the country upon a uniform basis.”164 Although these claims may seem selfaggrandizing, many scholars agree that the materials gathered by the NMC represented the most
comprehensive body of literature on banking and financial history ever produced at that point in
time, and there is no reason to doubt their claims.165 In addition, the report acknowledged that the
NMC’s accomplishments were not achieved without help, saying: “It would be impossible to
enumerate all of the bankers, economists, editors, Government officials, business men, and
banking and commercial organizations that have generously and patiently cooperated in the
work.” While the tone of the NMC’s final report could seem boastful at times, the
commissioners had good reason to be proud of the breadth and quality of the work they had
produced.
The NMC’s final report was also careful to highlight the commission’s academic
approach and the diversity of sources it used. It said that the “scope and authority” of the
volumes collected by the NMC would give them “enduring scientific value.” While the NMC,
and especially Aldrich, certainly had incentives to exaggerate the importance of their work, the
claims laid out in the final report have merit. Even a brief glance through the list of NMC
publications, hearings, and interviews will back up the assertion that the NMC sought input from
a diverse group of experts, both in terms of their occupations and nationalities. The NMC sought
the opinions of “leading financial editors, bankers, government officials, and university
professors in Europe and America and in the Orient.”166 The collection of the NMC contained
volumes about the banking systems of ten foreign countries – and not just European powers, but
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also Canada, Mexico, and Japan. They also held hearings with banking experts from every
region of the United States, as well as academics, journalists, and government employees. It was
not an exaggeration to say that the high quality of the NMC’s work would give it enduring value
– some of its volumes are still studied today. 167
After describing the scope and value of its research, the final report summarized the
commission’s findings about the flaws of America’s banking system. The commission
acknowledged its roots in the Panic of 1907, saying that “one of the primary purposes” of the
NMC was to prevent or mitigate similar panics. However, the NMC was created to study all
changes that were “necessary or desirable in the monetary system,” not just to address the
problem of banking panics.168 The Commission found flaws that ran even deeper than the causes
of the Panic of 1907.
The final report listed seventeen “principal defects” in the United States banking system.
A common theme was that these flaws stemmed from the decentralized nature of the system. The
list can be broken up into three types of defects: the first was reasons why American banks
struggled to provide adequate amounts of currency and credit in response to changes in demand;
the second was factors that contributed to regional inequalities; and the third was the United
States’ lackluster reputation in the international financial community. Overall, the
comprehensive list might have surprised those who had accused Aldrich of favoring New York
bankers.
The first category of flaws concerned banks’ poor panic-prevention ability. Aldrich wrote
that the “scattered cash reserves” of American banks could not be mobilized or concentrated for
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“use wherever needed in times of trouble.”169 Next, the commission denounced the “antiquated
federal and state laws” that restricted banks’ use of reserves and hindered their ability to increase
their loaning powers, which could be especially problematic in times of unusual demand. 170
Further, because the volume of bank notes was still largely dependent on United States bonds,
issuing bank notes was not a sufficient response to the changing demands of the economy, and so
it could not expand or contract automatically. 171
Especially concerning to the commissioners was the lack of any means to ensure
cooperation among banks. The closest mechanism was the clearing houses located in some major
cities. These organizations acted as middle men for financial transactions, such as the purchase
or sale of securities like bonds. 172 The clearing houses could provide valuable services for their
respective cities, but there was no cooperation between them. As a result, they were unable to
“prevent panics or avert calamitous disturbances affecting the country at large.”173 All of these
flaws contributed to the Panic of 1907, and the many panics before it. These flaws would have
seemed especially glaring to the commissioners after having become familiar with the banking
systems of Germany and England, which allowed for much more flexibility in the use of reserves
and gave banks greater loaning powers. The Aldrich Plan, contained in the second half of the
NMC report, would attempt to address these flaws.
As mentioned in the introduction, the National Banking System had several features that
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created and exacerbated regional inequalities. The commission pointed to the lack of an effective
agency to facilitate exchanges between different regions or cities as a serious flaw of the banking
system. Especially in times of crisis, financial exchanges across regions could be “disastrously
disrupted.” Another issue was the “unhealthy congestion of loanable funds in great centers and
hinders the development of the productive forces of the country.”174 This problem was mostly
caused by the lack of an established national standard to judge commercial paper, 175 which made
smaller banks reluctant to accept it. Contributing further to this problem was the “narrow
character of [the] discount market,” which means that there were not very many safe investments
for banks around the country. As a result, excess money around the country ended up going to
New York, where it was usually loaned out on the stock market. The flow of money to New
York deeply troubled the commission, both because the money was often invested in
irresponsible ways and because the concentration of funds in New York “imposes upon the
managers of the banks of that city the vast responsibilities which are inherent in the control of a
large proportion of the banking resources of the country.”176
The dual problem of a constricted discount market and stringent restrictions on the use of
reserves created a reliance on individual banks and “put farmers and others engaged in
productive industries at a great disadvantage in securing the credit they require for the growth,
retention, and distribution of their products.”177 Further, certain areas of the country had
significantly poorer credit facilities than others, which contributed to “retarded development, and
great disparity in rates of discount,” in the worse-off regions. For example, it would be quite
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difficult for a cotton farmer in Mississippi to find a bank willing to loan him a significant amount
of money to buy better farming equipment. By contrast, New York merchants and businessmen
had easy access to credit. The commissioners ultimately traced all of these problems to the lack
of a central authority that could equalize discount rates across the country, help regional banks
meet surges in demand for credit and currency, and enforce uniform standards for “capital,
reserves, examinations, and the character and publicity of reports of all banks in the different
sections of the country.”178 Again, it is clear that the commissioners’ way of thinking stemmed
from their experiences in Europe. During their interviews, the German central bankers had
emphasized that the equalization of discount rates, the allocation of currency to local banks, and
enforcing certain standards among individual banks were all central functions of the
Reichsbank.179 The fragmented nature of America’s banking system became much more obvious
once it was compared to centralized European systems, such as Germany’s.
Finally, two of the defects listed by the report dealt with America’s position in the world
economy. First, the commissioners pointed out that there was no institution that could address
“broad questions which, from an international standpoint, affect the credit and status of the
United States as one of the great financial powers of the world.”180 An example of such a
problem occurred in 1906, when the Bank of England decided that American national banks
were being too liberal with their credit. The Bank of England hiked interest rates and capital
flowed out of the United States, leaving American banks unable to cover their customer’s
demands and initiating the Panic of 1907. A central banking authority would have been able to
better supervise banks’ use of credit and also communicate with the Bank of England, so that
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American bankers would not have been blindsided by the interest rate hike. Second, America did
not have any banking institutions abroad, which hampered the development of foreign trade.
This is yet another example of an unfavorable comparison between America’s banking system
and those of the European powers. In this instance, the commissioners explicitly voiced their
concern that America was not fully able to occupy its rightful position as one of the world’s preeminent financial powers.
The commissioners’ concerns about all of these defects, and especially the way they
chose to word their complaints, can be traced to their research on European banking. In their
final report, the NMC members carefully worded their list of flaws to reflect the lack of a
European-style central bank. As pointed out above, almost all of the problems listed in the report
were discussed in some capacity during the interviews with European bankers, and also
discussed in the volumes about German and English banks. Eight out of the seventeen problems
listed are constructed to draw attention to the lack of a central banking authority, using wording
such as: “We have no effective agency to…”. 181 This word choice shows that the commissioners
had come to think of the lack of a central banking authority as the predominant problem with
America’s system. It also reflects a general enthusiasm for centralized government solutions that
was common among Progressive Era reformers. After researching European banking, the
commissioners had come to realize that European-style central banks could solve many of the
serious defects in America’s banking system.

The Aldrich Plan
After enumerating the many flaws of America’s banking system, the remainder of the
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report was devoted to explaining the NMC’s proposed solution – a bill that would become
known as the Aldrich Plan. The bill itself, officially entitled “A Bill to incorporate the National
Reserve Association of the United States, and for other purposes,” was attached to the end of the
report, but the second half of the report itself explained the provisions of the bill in plain English.
Despite the claim of the commissioners that the plan was “essentially American,” it was strongly
influenced by the commission’s European research. Many of the plan’s details had very clear
roots in the commission’s interviews with German and English bankers and the thousands of
pages gathered by the commission about the banking systems of those countries. This section
will describe the bill’s provisions, and trace them to their origins in the research of the NMC on
European banking.
The Aldrich plan proposed the creation of the National Reserve Association, a central
authority that would oversee an association of American banks. Although the commissioners
took pains to avoid calling the NRA a central bank, in reality, it was a modified form of a
European-style central bank. The final report at least admitted that the commission’s bill
represented a “comprehensive reorganization of credit and a thorough reconstruction of our
banking systems and methods.”182 Despite the commissioners’ concerted efforts to distance their
plan from European models, their influence can be clearly seen in the plan’s details.
The National Reserve Association was designed to create a much more elastic currency
through the grouping together of banks’ reserves. Banks had to fulfill a number of qualifying
conditions in order to buy stock183 and subscribe to the association. The conditions for banks and
trust companies to subscribe were requirements for capital and reserves, gradated based on the
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population of that bank or company’s city. 184 The bill required a minimum paid-in capital
stock185 of at least $100 million, or over $2.6 billion in 2017 U.S. dollars.186 Once incorporated,
the NRA would consist of fifteen district branches, each divided further into 10 local
associations. The head office of the reserve association would be in Washington, DC, and would
be responsible for setting policy, such as choosing the discount rate, which applied equally to all
branches, and for managing relations among the branches.187 Each local association would act
much like a clearinghouse – serving as a middleman for financial transactions. 188 The district
branches, not the central body, would hold the reserves and issue currency. This new currency
would be backed by gold, bonds, and commercial paper, which would be held to certain
standards.189 The critical change was that this new system of discounting, which was much more
flexible, would allow the amount of currency circulating to respond to the demand created by
economic activity. Under the previous system, the volume of currency had been problematically
tied to the amount of investment in bonds. There was also a requirement that the association
maintained reserves of “not less than 50 percent against all of its demand liabilities.”190 This
provision would help to ensure that the banks were always in a position to cover their liabilities.
Although this model was less centralized than the banking systems of European powers
like Germany, and England, it derived many of its features from them. Unlike the European
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Central Banks, it was the district branches of the NRA that issued currency rather than the
central office in DC. However, the discount system was very similar to that employed by
European central banks, because it allowed for the deposit of a wider variety of assets. The idea
to use this type of discount system can be traced to the NMC documents about the Reichsbank,
which describe the many different types of assets that the central bank accepted. The provision
that allowed the central Reserve Association to set a uniform discount rate also had its origin in
the NMC’s European research. For example, during the NMC interview of the Reichsbank
directors, the German bankers explained the importance of applying an equal discount rate to all
regions and types of customers. At Jekyll Island, Warburg had argued against a nationwide
uniform rate, saying that each district should be allowed to choose its own rate. But Aldrich
chose not to listen to him, showing the deep influence of the Reichsbank research on his
decisions.191 Similarly, the requirement that the association maintain reserves that were at least
50 percent of its demand liabilities was exactly in line with the recommendations of the NMC
report on the Reichsbank, which emphasized the importance that a central bank must be “at all
times in a position to redeem its notes and to meet its other demand liabilities.”192 However
much Aldrich and his fellow commissioners tried to emphasize the “American-ness” of their
plan, European influence permeated the bill.
The method proposed for selecting the association’s leaders was largely democratic,
although the government did have a small amount of say. The Reserve Association in
Washington would have a forty-six-member board of directors. Each district branch could elect
two directors, one of whom would represent the “agricultural, commercial, industrial, and other
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interests of the district, and cannot be an officer, nor, while serving, a director of a bank, trust
company, insurance company, or other financial institution.” 193 In addition to these 30 directors,
nine more would be chosen by the branch directors, with “each representative to cast a number
of votes equal to the number of shares in the National Reserve Association held by the banks in
the branch he represents.”194 And finally, there would be seven ex officio members: a governor,
who would be the chairman, two deputy governors, the secretary of the treasury, the secretary of
commerce and labor, the secretary of agriculture, and the comptroller of the currency. 195 This
meant that of the forty-six members, only six were appointed by the president, while the rest
were chosen democratically by the district branches. 196 Even more significantly, fifteen of the
directors would not be bankers, but rather ordinary citizens chosen to represent the agricultural,
commercial, or industrial interests of their district.
When designing this method of selecting directors, the commissioners took into account
the fears that one region, namely New York, would be able to exert undue influence on the NRA.
They wrote, “Those who express fears of the future domination of Wall Street seem to lose sight
of the fact that the domination of New York is an accomplished fact.” In their view, the only way
to reverse this domination was a “thorough reorganization of the banking system,” as provided
for by the Aldrich Plan. 197 The report pointed out that although New York controlled 29 percent
of the country’s banking resources, it would only appoint 8 percent of the association’s directors.
The Southern states by contrast, had only 11 percent of the resources, but represented 23 percent
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of the board.198 The Aldrich Plan would have created an egalitarian banking system, at least
compared to the current National Banking System. Regardless, Aldrich’s political opponents,
without much evidence, levelled against him the usual accusations of favoring New York
bankers.199 The one part of the Aldrich Plan that actually did benefit New York was a provision
that allowed national banks to do business in foreign countries, which would have
disproportionately benefitted large New York banks, who were in the best positions to expand
overseas.200 Overall though, the bill would have greatly improved representation and access to
currency for undercapitalized areas of the country, such as the South.
Aldrich and his fellow commissioners emphasized that the structure and leadership of the
National Reserve Association were very different from those of European central banks, but
there were actually some significant similarities. In the NMC report, the commissioners wrote
that the NRA “differs radically from the … European central banks. Its sources of authority are
democratic and not autocratic.”201 While it is true that the leadership of the NRA would have
been selected democratically, it was misleading to characterize the European central banks’
authority as “autocratic.” The commissioners would have known from their volume on the
Reichsbank that the German central bank had a mix of public and private control – while the
chancellor did appoint a council and board, the bank’s private shareholders were also represented
by a committee. It was true that the Reichsbank had a higher proportion of governmentappointed directors than the NRA would have. And it is also true that technically, the chancellor
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ultimately had power over the bank’s final decisions. 202 But during their NMC interviews, the
Reichsbank directors emphasized that the chancellor had never once exercised his supreme
power. The bank’s operations were almost entirely controlled by bankers and shareholders, who
had a harmonious relationship with the government. 203 Aldrich himself had pointed out the
independence of European central banks several years earlier, in a 1909 speech before the
Economic Club of New York. He said, “No one of the great European banks I have described
has ever been influenced in its action by any political party, and no such charge has ever been
made.”204 The National Reserve Association’s activities would have also been primarily
controlled by economists and banking experts. The Aldrich plan did give some representation to
the agricultural and industrial sectors through the fifteen seats on the board of directors reserved
for non-bankers. But ultimately, Progressives and populists ignored this provision, claiming that
the Aldrich plan did not allow for enough government oversight of the National Reserve
Association.

The Aldrich Plan in Congress
The Aldrich Plan was divisive – while bankers and businessmen were supportive,
Democrats, Progressives, and populists generally opposed it for a variety of reasons. It makes
sense that the plan would have appealed to bankers, since the national Reserve Association
would have been largely controlled by bankers with relatively little government oversight.
Aldrich and his colleagues moved quickly to secure the endorsements, starting with the
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American Bankers Association, which was by far the largest banking organization in the country.
Aldrich, Piatt Andrew, and several other economists and bankers that had helped to draft the
plan, communicated regularly with George Reynolds and James Forgan, two leaders of the ABA,
during the first few months of 1911. The bankers demanded some changes to the bill that would
favor banks, including more relaxed discounting rules and a slightly higher share of profits for
member banks of the NRA. Realizing the importance of securing the ABA endorsements,
Aldrich agreed to implement most of these changes, except that he refused to raise the dividends
that the NRA would pay to its member banks.205 In the coming months, the plan gained more
endorsements, including from the Citizens’ League, a group representing businessmen who
favored banking reform, and from 29 state banks. President Taft and Treasury Secretary Franklin
MacVeagh also voiced their support.206 At this point, the Aldrich Plan had a strong coalition of
support from Republicans, bankers, and businessmen.
Public sentiment, however, soon turned strongly against the Aldrich Plan. Aldrich made
legitimate efforts to reach out to Westerners – he toured several Western states, giving speeches
that explained the value of his plan and asking that it be fairly evaluated. 207 For example, in
October 1911, Aldrich gave a long speech before the Indiana State Bankers’ Association.
Aldrich did not shy away from flattery – he began the speech by complimenting Indianan
politicians, including the late Jesse Overstreet, a former NMC member who had died a year
earlier. He then gave a detailed history of banking in Indiana. When it came to selling the
Aldrich plan, he emphasized that Western regions would receive outsize representation on the
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National Reserve Association board, saying that the makeup of the board would “follow closely
the political divisions of the United States, but providing in each case for large minority
representation.”208 Aldrich gave a series of similar speeches throughout the West, but his pleas
fell on deaf ears.
Populists and Progressives, especially
in agrarian areas, reflexively recoiled from the
Aldrich Plan, assuming that it was simply a
ploy for New York bankers to gain even
greater control over the financial system. For
example, Alfred Owen Crozier, a Midwestern
attorney who wrote several books arguing
against central banking, published a popular
cartoon that depicted the National Reserve
Association as an octopus snaking its tentacles
around banks, factories, farms, and political
institutions.209
Fears about the monopolization of the
banking industry, which had been brewing among
populists for the past century, exploded into the

Cartoon by Alfred Owen Crozier, depicting
the National Reserve Association as an
octopus that would strangle the financial
system, economy, and government.

general public in the second half of 1911 after the revelation that the National City Bank, a large
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New York bank, announced that it was creating an affiliate that could and did purchase stocks in
other banks. National City was now owned by Frank Vanderlip, who had played a significant
role in drafting the Aldrich bill.210 This move set off an explosive reaction, as people feared that
National City would be able to gain total control over the National Reserve Association if the
Aldrich Plan was passed. Now, the plan faced an onslaught of criticism from across the political
spectrum. Obviously, Populist demagogues like William Jennings Bryan crusaded against the
Aldrich Plan, but even some Republican congressmen began to call for a congressional
investigation of the ties between Aldrich and Vanderlip. 211 Realistically, the fears about National
City were baseless, because even a bank as large as National City would have been tiny
compared to the National Reserve Association. No one bank would have been able to control the
NRA. And as explained in the previous section, the Aldrich Plan would have greatly increased
the representation and resources of Southern and Western banks, while decreasing the proportion
of resources available to New York banks. But the damage had been done. In November 1911,
The New York Times remarked that trying to gain widespread acceptance of the Aldrich Plan in
the wake of the National City announcement was “a waste of breath.” 212 This prediction would
prove correct, as the Aldrich Plan was never able to recover from this blow.
After the erosion of support caused by the National City debacle, the Aldrich Bill’s
prospects in Congress were dismal. In the Sixty-second Congress, the Republicans had a
majority in the Senate, but not in the House. As a result, Aldrich chose to introduce his bill to the
Senate, in January 1912. But at this point enough Republicans had turned against the plan that
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even with a Republican majority, the bill never made it out of the Senate. 213 The 1912 election
doomed the Aldrich Plan, as Democrats won control of the Senate and the presidency. The
Aldrich Bill was introduced again to the Sixty-third Congress, but it was a futile gesture – there
was no hope of the bill making it through a now heavily Democratic Congress. Although the
current incarnation of the Aldrich Plan died in 1913, the legacy of Aldrich and the NMC did not
end here. The same year, a Democratic representative from Virginia, Carter Glass (d. 1946), took
up the mantle of banking reform.
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Conclusion
The Federal Reserve Act and the Aldrich Plan
“It was not an ‘original proposal’ … but, on the contrary it was the digested product of elaborate
and careful study of European banking experience as adapted to American necessities and
requirements.” –Henry Parker Willis 214

On December 23, 1913, President Woodrow Wilson signed the Federal Reserve Act into
law. While the law differed from the Aldrich Plan in some significant ways, it went a long way
toward fixing the defects of the National Banking System discovered by the NMC. The act
established a system of twelve regional reserve banks that could lend money to other banks, and
a central board in Washington, DC that could supervise, examine, and regulate the reserve banks.
The board consisted of seven members, including the secretary of the treasury, the comptroller of
the currency, and five members appointed by the president and approved by the Senate. 215
Overall, the Federal Reserve Act achieved the goals of by the NMC. The establishment of the
Federal Reserve made the currency more elastic and provided a mechanism to supervise
American banks and promote cooperation between them. While the system was far from perfect,
it went a long way toward correcting the defects of the National Banking System.
Representative Carter Glass was the primary architect of the bill. He worked closely with
Henry Parker Willis, a professor of economics at George Washington University, who played a
similar role for Glass as Piatt Andrew had for Aldrich.216 Glass, like most Democrats, was averse
to centralization in general, but he recognized the severe deficiencies of the National Banking
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System. Together with Willis, he drafted a plan for a Federal Reserve System that would not
actually have a single central bank, but rather a number of regional reserve banks throughout the
country. In addition, the Glass Plan gave the federal government greater power over the banking
system, since the Federal Reserve Board was appointed by the president. The Glass bill appealed
to Democrats, who approved of the apparently more decentralized system and felt that its design
would mitigate the influence of Wall Street over the banking system. The increased level of
government oversight as compared to the Aldrich Plan also made the plan more palatable to
Progressives. As a result, Glass was able to succeed where Aldrich had failed, and his plan
passed into law.
The question of how heavily the framers of the Federal Reserve Act relied on the final
report of the NMC when drafting their bill was highly contentious at the time. Glass and Willis,
who recognized the bill as the crowning achievement of their careers, were understandably
sensitive when accused of “plagiarizing” the Aldrich Plan. 217 Willis’ statements about this issue
paint a murky picture. In his 1924 book, Willis wrote, “In principle, the Federal Reserve Act had
little relation to the Aldrich Bill.”218 However, he also wrote in the same passage that the Federal
Reserve Act “in various places made use of the language of the Aldrich bill on matters relating to
banking technique.” And finally, he acknowledged that the act “was not an ‘original proposal’ …
but, on the contrary it was the digested product of elaborate and careful study of European
banking experience as adapted to American necessities and requirements.” These statements
seem to contradict each other, but what Willis meant was that the Federal Reserve Act differed
fundamentally from the Aldrich Plan because of its more decentralized structure and greater
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government oversight. These claims were somewhat dubious, as will be discussed later. But even
Willis admitted that the general banking practices underpinning the Federal Reserve System
were drawn from the Aldrich Plan, and hence from the European research of the NMC.
The attitude of Aldrich and his advisors toward the Federal Reserve Act was similarly
ambiguous. Aldrich, tired and bitter after his futile struggle to establish the National Reserve
Association, railed against the Glass Bill and the Democrats. In October 1913, while the bill was
still being considered in Congress, Aldrich denounced it in a speech, saying, “It is the irony of
fate that in a measure whose sole purpose is to give strength and stability to our banking
institutions it should be found necessary … to make the national banks unwilling instruments in
the work of their own destruction.” 219 However, some of the other architects of the Aldrich Plan
appraised the Federal Reserve Act in more measured tones. Piatt Andrew, for example, wrote
years later that although he generally did not approve of President Wilson’s policies, Wilson
deserved “great credit for his clear recognition of [the Federal Reserve Act’s] constructive
importance and his promptness and courage in getting in enacted.” 220 Paul Warburg, who had
been advocating for a central bank long before Aldrich and Andrew, actually assisted Glass and
Willis with the drafting of the bill, attempting to convince them alter the bill to centralize the
Federal Reserve System further. Warburg wrote in a letter to Glass, “While my heart bleeds at
many things that went into the bill, and at many things that were left out, I rejoice at the many
features that, after all, the law will contain.” 221 Warburg was appointed to the Federal Reserve
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Board in 1914, becoming vice chairman in 1916. He would also later serve on the advisory
council of the Federal Reserve Board, acting as its president from 1924-1926.222
Modern scholars largely agree that the Federal Reserve Act was heavily influenced by the
Aldrich Plan and the work of the NMC. 223 Robert Craig West lays out a thorough comparison of
the two plans. He says that “the Glass Bill, especially in its first draft, is identical to the Aldrich
Bill.”224 During the legislative process, the Glass Bill did undergo some revisions, but these
affected the structure of the Federal Reserve System much more than its functions, powers, or
responsibilities. The final draft of the Glass Bill gave much more power to the regional reserve
banks, whereas the Aldrich Bill had proposed a central organization with regional branches. At
the regional and local levels, however, the organization was quite similar. The other significant
difference, as mentioned above, was that the Glass Bill gave the President the power to select six
more members of the central board than he would have had under the Aldrich Plan. However,
these differences were fairly superficial. West writes, “any claim that the National Reserve
Association was less representative of local conditions, or more likely to be captured by banking
interests than the system proposed by Glass and Willis, is difficult to substantiate.” 225 In practice,
the structural changes failed to remove bankers’ influence to the degree that Democrats and
Progressives had hoped. Although the president appointed the Federal Reserve Board members,
Wilson, and especially later, more conservative presidents, often appointed people with strong
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ties to the banking world. In the end, bankers and economists maintained a strong hold on
Federal Reserve policy, much like in European countries. In addition, the more decentralized
system designed by Glass did not solve the problem of New York’s outsize influence over the
financial system, since the New York Reserve Bank quickly became the most powerful. 226
Ironically, the Aldrich Plan, which allocated seats on the National Reserve board in a manner
favorable to the South and West, would probably have done more to curb the power of Wall
Street.
Structurally, the Glass and Aldrich bills had some noticeable, if not terribly significant,
differences, but in terms of actual banking procedures, the two bills were quite similar. The one
major difference between the two concerned the discount rate. 227 Under the Aldrich Bill, the
central board of the National Reserve Association would have set a uniform national discount
rate, whereas the Federal Reserve Board had the power to set discount rates, but they did not
have to be the same in every region. This change differed from the example set by the
Reichsbank, whose director had emphasized their uniform discount rate. However, as discussed
in Chapter Three, there was a disagreement between Aldrich and Paul Warburg about the issue
of a uniform discount rate. Aldrich, convinced by his discussion with the Reichsbank leaders,
favored a uniform rate, while Warburg, who was himself educated in Germany, actually favored
a more flexible system with rates that could vary across the country. Although the Federal
Reserve Act did not follow the example of the Reichsbank’s uniform discount rate, its discount
system was still influenced by Warburg, a German economist. Aside from this one difference,
the discount system and inspection powers granted by the Glass and Aldrich bills were extremely
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similar.228 And as explained earlier, the discount system and inspection powers designed by
Aldrich were derived directly from the National Monetary Commission’s research on European
central banks. Although Aldrich’s National Reserve Association never came into being, the
legacy of the NMC lived on through the establishment of the Federal Reserve.
Lasting Significance of the NMC
The legacy of the National Monetary Commission lives on through its impressive
collection of literature on economic history. At the time, this collection provided an
unprecedented wealth of information about financial history, and was extremely useful for many
American bankers and economists. The NMC volumes have enduring value, and some, like
O.M.W. Sprague’s History of Crises Under the National Banking System, are still frequently
cited by economists today.229 Many of the over forty NMC volumes have still not been
thoroughly studied by economists or historians. More research on these volumes and other NMC
documents would help to better understand the circumstances of the Federal Reserve’s creation.
The National Monetary Commission also exemplified the Progressive Era ideal of
incorporating expert opinion into government decision making. Progressive Era historians like
Daniel Rodgers and Thomas Leonard have argued that the uptick in American economists,
political scientists, and other academics who studied at European universities during the mid1800s revolutionized the American university and brought the academic world much closer to
government. In addition, these reformers saw that in European countries, especially Germany,
academics formed an elite class who had a large degree of influence on the government. Soon, a
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similar class of elite experts began to form in the U.S., and by the dawn of the 1900s, it was
becoming very common for politicians to consult with experts, often forming congressional
commissions to study important policy decisions. Rodgers, in particular, emphasizes the
transatlantic nature of Progressive thought, arguing that Progressive reforms were the product of
the increased interaction between Europe and America that occurred as trade and capitalism
brought the two continents closer. The National Monetary Commission, which has largely been
ignored by Progressive Era historians, typified this trend. The commission hired a huge number
of outside experts, including professors, bankers, and journalists. Many of these experts were
from Europe or at least had extensive connections to Europe. Paul Warburg, who hailed from a
powerful German banking family and had studied economics there, was a perfect example. In
addition, the fact that the creation of the Federal Reserve was heavily influenced by the
commission’s research in Europe is a direct example of Rodgers’ argument that Progressive Era
reforms stemmed from the transmission of ideas across the Atlantic. Between its 1908 trip to
Europe and the thousands of letters sent to European banking experts and economists, the NMC
itself formed an extensive transatlantic network.
The example set by the National Monetary Commission also imparts valuable lessons for
modern day policy makers. As mentioned above, the National Monetary Commission
demonstrated the importance of incorporating thorough research and expert opinion into
policymaking. The congressmen assigned to the commission, recognizing their limited
knowledge of economics and banking, worked closely with a team of economists and financial
experts, also consulting with hundreds of outside specialists. The commission’s emphasis on
gathering a large body of research from a wide variety of experts was the primary reason that it
ultimately achieved its goal of remedying the flawed National Banking System. Nelson Aldrich
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and Carter Glass heavily based their bills on the commission’s research, and although their
legislation was inevitably altered by political pressure, the most important recommendations of
the NMC experts remained in the Federal Reserve Act. Aldrich and Glass’ deference to expert
opinion was the main reason that the Federal Reserve system was a significant improvement over
the National Banking System. In recent years, several members of congress have introduced bills
to “audit the Fed” – the most recent bill, introduced by Representative Thomas Massie (R-KY)
and Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) in January 2017, has received support from President Trump. 230
The proponents of this bills claim that the Federal Reserve is unduly powerful and is not properly
supervised by the government. However, the name of the bill is misleading – the Federal Reserve
is already audited by accounting firms in the same way as other government agencies. The true
effect of the bill is that it would give Congress the power to review every monetary policy
decision made by the Federal Reserve. As a result, politicians would be able to pressure Federal
Reserve Board members into tailoring monetary policy decisions to suit political needs. 231 This
bill goes directly against the spirit of the NMC by threatening to take policymaking out of the
hands of experts. If monetary policy decisions are made based on the whims of Congress rather
than the careful research and analysis of economists, the growth and stability of our economy
will be seriously threatened.
Although the Federal Reserve has changed significantly since its creation in 1913,
economic policymakers are once again in an unfamiliar situation after the 2008 recession. In the
wake of the recession, the Federal Reserve has used unprecedented methods to bolster the
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economy, such as quantitative easing, which is when a central bank purchases securities from the
market, lowering interest rates in the process. Although the economy has recovered significantly
in the past nine years, interest rates have remained historically low since the recession.232
Navigating monetary policy in this new economic environment will require a balance of
creativity and prudence. The National Monetary Commission exemplified this balance. The
commissioners, together with their team of experts, gathered a wealth of materials from all
around the world, researching banking practices that were considered unorthodox and unAmerican. But before acting, they analyzed and synthesized this huge body of research, taking
the time develop a carefully crafted piece of legislation. Modern economic policymakers should
strive to emulate the diligence and open-mindedness of the National Monetary Commission in
order to promote growth and stability.
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Appendix
Figure 1. Original Members of the NMC
Senator

Party

State

Nelson W. Aldrich
William B. Allison

Republican Rhode Island
Republican Iowa

Julius C. Burrows
Eugene Hale
Philander C. Knox

Republican Michigan
Republican Maine
Republican Pennsylvania

John W. Daniel
Henry M. Teller
Hernando D. Money
Joseph W. Bailey

Democrat
Democrat
Democrat
Democrat

Virginia
Colorado
Mississippi
Texas

Representative

Party

State

Edward B. Vreeland

Republican New York

Years in
House
1899-1913

Jesse Overstreet
Theodore E. Burton

Republican Indiana
Republican Ohio

1895-1909
1889-1909

John W. Weeks

Republican Massachusetts 1905-1913

Robert W. Bonynge
Sylvester C. Smith
Lemuel P. Padgett
George F. Burgess
Arsene P. Pujo

Republican
Republican
Democrat
Democrat
Democrat

Colorado
California
Tennessee
Texas
Louisiana

Years in
Senate
1881-1911
1873-1908
1895-1911
1881-1911
1904-1909,
1917-1921
1887-1910
1885-1909
1897-1911
1901-1913

1904-1909
1905-1913
1901-1922
1901-1917
1903-1913

Notes
Chairman of NMC
*Died in August1908

*Resigned in 1909 to serve as
Taft’s secretary of state
*Died in June 1910

*Resigned in August 1911,
because he felt he did not have
time to write a minority report. 233
Notes
Vice chairman of NMC
Chairman of the Committee on
Banking and Currency (19091911)
*Died in May 1910
Successfully ran for the Senate in
1908
Had significant banking
experience after co-founding a
Boston financial firm
Failed to be re-elected in 1908
*Resigned

Appointed chairman of the
Committee on Banking and
Currency in 1911
*indicates that the congressman was no longer on the NMC by the time its final report was
published in 1912.
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Figure 2. Political Cartoon Depicting Westerners’ Conception of Aldrich 234

“Agreeably Dumbfounded,” The Evening Star, Washington D.C., Nov. 9, 1909. From
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